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Stroll along Dubrovnik's ancient walls, hike the idyllic Julian Alps, and set sail on the glimmering
Adriatic: with Rick Steves, Croatia and Slovenia are yours to explore! Inside Rick Steves Croatia
& Slovenia you'll find:Comprehensive coverage for spending a week or more in Croatia and
Slovenia, with side trips to Montenegro and Bosnia-HerzegovinaRick's strategic advice on how
to get the most out of your time and money, with rankings of his must-see favoritesTop sights
and hidden gems, from Roman ruins in the heart of bustling Split to stunning waterfalls and
mountains in SloveniaHow to connect with culture: Taste wines at a vineyard in Hvar, tour
museums and Baroque churches in Zagreb, and sample fresh seafood at an open-air market in
DubrovnikBeat the crowds, skip the lines, and avoid tourist traps with Rick's candid, humorous
insightThe best places to eat, sleep, and relax with a glass of local wineSelf-guided walking
tours of lively towns and interesting museumsDetailed maps for exploring on the goUseful
resources including a packing list, Slovenian and Croatian phrases, a historical overview, and
recommended readingOver 800 bible-thin pages include everything worth seeing without
weighing you downComplete, up-to-date information on Zagreb, Plitvice Lakes National Park,
Istria, Split, Hvar, Korcula, Dubrovnik, the Bay of Kotor, Mostar, Sarajevo, Ljubljana, Lake Bled,
the Julian Alps, Logarska Dolina and the Northern Valleys, Ptuj, Maribor, the Karst, Piran, and
moreMake the most of every day and every dollar with Rick Steves Croatia & Slovenia.
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SLOVENIAWelcome to Rick Steves’ EuropeTravel is intensified living—maximum thrills per
minute and one of the last great sources of legal adventure. Travel is freedom. It’s recess, and
we need it.I discovered a passion for European travel as a teen and have been sharing it ever
since—through my tours, public television and radio shows, and travel guidebooks. Over the
years, I’ve taught millions of travelers how to best enjoy Europe’s blockbuster sights—and
experience “Back Door” discoveries that most tourists miss.Written with my talented co-author,
Cameron Hewitt, this book offers you a balanced mix of Croatia and Slovenia’s lively cities and
cozy towns, from mountaintop hikes and Adriatic cruises to thought-provoking museums and
sky-high driving tours. It’s selective: Rather than listing dozens of island getaways, we
recommend only the best ones. And it’s in-depth: Our self-guided museum tours and city walks
provide insight into the region’s vibrant history and today’s living, breathing culture.We advocate
traveling simply and smartly. Take advantage of our money- and time-saving tips on sightseeing,
transportation, and more. Try local, characteristic alternatives to expensive hotels and
restaurants. In many ways, spending more money only builds a thicker wall between you and
what you traveled so far to see.We visit Croatia and Slovenia to experience it—to become
temporary locals. Thoughtful travel engages us with the world, as we learn to appreciate other
cultures and new ways to measure quality of life.Judging by the positive feedback we receive
from our readers, this book will help you enjoy a fun, affordable, and rewarding vacation—
whether it’s your first trip or your tenth.Sretan put! Happy travels!INTRODUCTIONCroatia &
Slovenia at a GlanceMap: Top Destinations in Croatia & SloveniaPlanning Your TripTRIP
COSTSSIGHTSEEING PRIORITIESWHEN TO GOBefore You GoTravel SmartSet sail on the
shimmering Adriatic for a remote island whose name you can’t pronounce but whose wonders
you’ll never forget. Corkscrew your way up impossibly twisty mountain roads to panoramic vistas
of cut-glass peaks. Lie on a beach in the hot sun, listening to the lapping waves as a Venetian-
style bell tower clangs out the hour. Ponder the fading scars of the Yugoslav Wars, and admire
how skillfully the locals have revitalized their once-troubled region. Dine on a seafood feast and
sip a glass of local wine as you watch the sunset dip into the watery horizon. Unfamiliar as they
might seem, Croatia and Slovenia have what you’ve been looking for: some of Europe’s most
spectacular natural wonders, a fascinating recent history, and a spirit of adventure.Here in the
land where the Adriatic meets the Alps, there are countless ways to have fun. Begin your
adventure by flipping through this book, which covers Croatia’s and Slovenia’s best big-city,
small-town, and back-to-nature destinations. You’ll get all the specifics and opinions necessary
to wring the maximum value out of your limited time and money. If you’re planning a trip of a



month or less, this book is all you need.Croatia and Slovenia were once part of the union called
Yugoslavia. But today, that feels like ancient history, as each country is proudly independent.
Carefree Croatia, with its long and enticing coastline, beckons vacationers with dramatically
scenic terrain, romantic old towns, sunshine-bathed pebbly beaches, and an irrepressible
seafaring spirit. Perky Slovenia surprises travelers with its tidy quaintness, breathtaking
mountainscapes, colorful towns, and exceptionally friendly natives. And for good measure, I’ve
also included detours into two other parts of the former Yugoslavia, each one offering a striking
contrast to Croatia or Slovenia: the craggy coast of Montenegro, and a pair of diverse and
fascinating Bosnian cities—bite-sized Mostar and bustling Sarajevo.Experiencing Europe’s
culture, people, and natural wonders economically and hassle-free has been my goal for much
of my life of traveling, tour guiding, and writing. With this book, I pass on to you all the lessons
I’ve learned, painstakingly updated—in person—for this edition.Rick Steves Croatia & Slovenia
covers the predictable biggies and adds a healthy dose of “Back Door” intimacy. Along with
strolling the walls around Dubrovnik’s peerless Old Town, you’ll poke your way into a hidden little
tavern clinging like a barnacle over the sea. I’ve been selective, including only the top
destinations and sights. For example, Croatia has over a thousand islands. But why not focus on
the very best? That’s Korčula, Hvar, and Mljet.The best is, of course, only my opinion. But after
spending my adult life researching Europe, I’ve developed a sixth sense for what travelers enjoy.
Just thinking about the places featured in this book makes me want to sing klapa music.Planning
Your TripThis section will help you get started planning your trip—with advice on trip costs, when
to go, and what you should know before you take off.TRIP COSTSTraveling in Croatia and
Slovenia costs about on par with the European average, or perhaps a bit cheaper. If you’re
careful to avoid inflated tourist-trap prices (by following my tips on where to stay and where to
eat), a trip to this region can be a great value. If you detour into Bosnia-Herzegovina, you’ll find
prices substantially lower (though Montenegro is, if anything, pricier than Croatia and
Slovenia).Five components make up your trip costs: airfare to Europe, transportation in Europe,
room and board, sightseeing and entertainment, and shopping and miscellany.Airfare to Europe:
A basic round-trip flight from the US to Ljubljana or Dubrovnik can cost $900-1,500, depending
on where you fly from and when (cheaper in winter). Consider saving time and money in Europe
by flying into one city and out of another; for instance, flying into Ljubljana and out of Dubrovnik
often saves the extra cost (not to mention wasted time) of a 12-hour overland return trip to
Ljubljana.Transportation in Europe: For the two-week whirlwind trip described in this chapter,
allow $150 per person for public transportation (train, bus, and boat tickets). Train travelers will
probably save money by simply buying tickets along the way, rather than purchasing a rail pass
(see “Transportation,” in the Practicalities chapter). If you plan to rent a car, allow at least $250
per week, not including tolls, gas, and supplemental insurance. If you need the car for three
weeks or more, leasing can save you money on insurance and taxes. Exorbitant fees for
dropping off in a different country can make renting a car prohibitively expensive if you’re going
to both Croatia and Slovenia (for strategies to avoid this headache, see “Renting a Car,” in the



Practicalities chapter). A short flight can be cheaper than the train (check for intra-European
flights).Room and Board: You can thrive in Croatia and Slovenia on $100 a day per person for
room and board (much less in Bosnia-Herzegovina). This allows $15 for lunch, $25 for dinner,
and $60 for lodging (based on two people splitting the cost of a $120 double room that includes
breakfast). Students and tightwads can eat and sleep for as little as $50 a day ($30 per hostel
bed, $20 for groceries and snacks).Sightseeing and Entertainment: Sightseeing is cheap here.
Figure about $3-6 per major sight (museums), and $10-25 for splurge experiences (e.g.,
watching the Moreška sword dance in Korčula, or seeing Slovenia’s Lipizzaner stallions). You
can hire your own private guide for three or four hours for about $100-150—a good value when
divided among two or more people. An overall average of $20 a day works for most people.
Don’t skimp here. After all, this category is the driving force behind your trip—you came to
sightsee, enjoy, and experience Croatia and Slovenia. Fortunately, the region’s best attractions—
the sea, mountains, and sunshine—are free.Croatia & Slovenia at a GlanceCroatia▲▲Zagreb
Croatia’s underrated capital city, with interesting museums (the best feature Naive Art and
broken relationships), lush parks, and a lively urban bustle.▲▲▲Plitvice Lakes National Park
Arguably Europe’s most breathtaking natural wonder: a forested canyon filled with crystal-clear
lakes, stunning waterfalls, and easy-to-hike boardwalks and trails.▲▲Istria Croatia’s most Italian-
feeling corner, with the romantic, Venetian-flavored coastal town of Rovinj; top Roman ruins in
the city of Pula; and a rolling interior of vineyards and picturesque hill towns (including Motovun).
Nearby are the genteel Habsburg resort of Opatija and the port city of Rijeka.▲▲Split Unofficial
capital city and transit hub of the Dalmatian Coast, with a bustling urban vibe, people-filled
seaside promenade, and lived-in warren of twisting lanes sprouting out of a massive Roman
palace, plus the nearby town of Trogir and the waterfalls of Krka National Park.▲▲Hvar Ritzy
island and Old Town known for its jet-set appeal, high prices, rugged interior, seductively
relaxing beaches, and easy escapes to nearby islets.▲▲Korčula Low-key island and walled
peninsular Old Town with a fjord-like backdrop, a lush islandscape, a fish-skeleton street plan,
and quirky, offbeat museums.▲▲▲Dubrovnik The “Pearl of the Adriatic”: a giant walled Old Town
with a scenic wall walk, tons of crowds, great beaches, modest but engaging museums, a
stunning mountaintop viewpoint, an epic past and difficult but inspiring recent history, and a well-
earned reputation as Croatia’s single best destination.Near Dubrovnik Boat excursions from
Dubrovnik’s Old Port, the art-packed resort village of Cavtat, the nearby Trsteno Arboretum, the
walled town of Ston, the vineyard-draped Pelješac Peninsula, and the giant national park at Mljet
Island.Bosnia-Herzegovina▲▲Mostar An easy taste of Bosnia-Herzegovina, with a striking
setting, vivid Muslim culture, old Turkish architecture, evocative war damage, and an inspiring,
rebuilt Old Bridge; plus nearby sights: scenic gorge house at Blagaj, hill town of Počitelj, Roman
ruins near Metković, workaday burg of Stolac, and Catholic pilgrimage site of
Međugorje.▲▲▲Sarajevo Formerly war-torn, now rejuvenated Bosnian capital, with a
fascinating layered history and a spectacular mountain-valley setting.Montenegro▲▲The Bay of
Kotor Steep bay with fjord-like inlets, visit-worthy towns and sights, and the remarkably fortified



Old Town of Kotor.The Montenegrin Interior Rugged mountain road leading up the cliffs into the
Montenegrin heartland, ending at the historic capital of Cetinje.The Budva Riviera Glitzy,
emerging beach-resort zone with a mix of cheap and luxury resort hotels.Slovenia▲▲Ljubljana
Slovenia’s vibrant yet relaxing capital, with a fun-to-browse riverside market, scintillating
architecture, and inviting riverside promenade.▲▲▲Lake Bled Photogenic lake resort huddled in
the foothills of the Julian Alps, with a church-topped island, cliff-hanging castle, lakefront
walkway, tasty desserts, and appealing side-trips.▲▲The Julian Alps Cut-glass peaks easily
conquered by a twisty and scenic mountain road over the Vršič Pass, ending in the tranquil Soča
River Valley, with the fine WWI museum in Kobarid.▲Logarska Dolina and the Northern Valleys
Remote mountain valleys with grand vistas and traditional farming lifestyles.Ptuj and Maribor In
Ptuj, a charming-if-sleepy historic town topped by a castle; and Maribor, Slovenia’s “second
city.”▲The Karst Windblown limestone plateau with world-class caves (Škocjan and Postojna),
the Lipizzaner Stallion stud farm at Lipica, and the dramatically situated Predjama Castle.▲Piran
Slovenia’s adorable Adriatic resort town—a Back Door gem.Top 10 Small Coastal Towns1.
Rovinj (Croatia)2. Korčula (Croatia)3. Hvar (Croatia)4. Piran (Slovenia)5. Kotor (Montenegro)6.
Opatija (Croatia)7. Cavtat (Croatia)8. Perast (Montenegro)9. Trogir (Croatia)10. Poreč
(Croatia)Shopping and Miscellany: Figure $2-3 per postcard, coffee, beer, and ice-cream cone.
Shopping can vary in cost from nearly nothing to a small fortune. Good budget travelers find that
this category has little to do with assembling a trip full of lifelong memories.SIGHTSEEING
PRIORITIESSo much to see, so little time. How to choose? Depending on the length of your trip,
and taking geographic proximity into account, here are my recommended priorities:3
days:Dubrovnik5 days, add:Mostar, Split7 days, add:Korčula or Hvar (for a relaxing island
experience); Montenegro’s Bay of Kotor (for dramatic scenery); or Sarajevo (for a more in-depth
look at Bosnia)8 days, add:Plitvice Lakes10 days, add:Lake Bled and the Julian Alps12 days,
add:Ljubljana, more time for Dalmatian islands14 days, add:Istria16 days, add:Whatever you
skipped on day 7 (Korčula/Hvar, Montenegro, or Sarajevo)18 days, add:The Karst, Zagreb21
days, add:More mountains (Logarska Dolina) or coastal villages (Piran, Mljet)More time,
add:Ptuj, Opatija, and even more islands and coastal villagesThe map and the two-week
itinerary on the next page include all of the stops in the first 14 days.As you plan your trip, don’t
underestimate the long distances. (For example, Lake Bled and Dubrovnik are a full day’s drive
apart.) If you have a week or less, focus on either the south (Dalmatian Coast—Dubrovnik, Split,
and the islands—plus Mostar and Montenegro) or the north (Slovenia, Istria, and Zagreb). The
worth-a-detour Plitvice Lakes are midway between these two areas, but reachable from either
one (easiest by car, possible by bus). Sarajevo also requires a detour (2 hours beyond Mostar)—
but those who make the trek won’t regret it. (Frequent, affordable flights between Sarajevo and
Zagreb make it more convenient than it seems.)Where Should I Go?The perfect Croatian
vacation is like a carefully refined recipe—a dash of this, a pinch of that, a slow simmer...and
before long, you’ve got a delicious feast. Here’s my tried-and-true recipe for how to prioritize your
time:Begin with the biggies. Dubrovnik is a must, period. If you like big cities, Split is entertaining.



Plitvice Lakes National Park, while difficult to reach, rarely disappoints. The bustling capital city,
Zagreb—while far from Croatia’s famed beaches—is vastly underrated, and much appreciated
by urbanites.Fold in one or two seafront villages. Adriatic coastal towns are all variations on the
same theme: A warm stone Old Town with a Venetian bell tower, a tidy boat-speckled harbor,
ample seafood restaurants, a few hulking communist-era resort hotels on the edge of town, and
sobe and apartman signs by every other doorbell. Of course, each town has its own personality
and claims to fame (for a quick run-down, see the “Croatia & Slovenia at a Glance” sidebar).
Beach bums, sightseers, yachters, historians, partiers—everyone you’ll talk to has their own
favorite town. Don’t trust this advice blindly, and don’t sweat the decision too much. If a beach
vacation is your goal, you can hardly go wrong.Sprinkle liberally with Slovenia. You won’t regret
splicing Slovenia into your itinerary. Its spectacular mountain scenery, colorful capital (Ljubljana),
Germanic efficiency, and extremely friendly natives are a pleasant contrast to Croatia. In
hindsight, most travelers cite Slovenia as the biggest pleasant surprise of their itinerary—and
wish they’d budgeted more time there.Add some spice. This is my secret ingredient. After you’ve
been to one or two of the coastal resorts, you could head for another one...or you could use that
time for something completely different. Some of these options are easy and convenient: the
Roman ruins of Pula, the hilltop hamlets of the Istrian interior, the imported-Austrian-resort feel
of Opatija. But my favorites involve crossing borders and broadening horizons: the cities of
Mostar and Sarajevo, in Bosnia-Herzegovina; and Montenegro’s spectacular Bay of Kotor. A
year from now, you’ll barely remember the difference between all those little seaside towns you
toured. But you’ll never forget the mosques of Mostar.Croatia and Slovenia: Best Two-Week Trip
by CarDayPlanSleep in1Arrive at Ljubljana’s airport, go to Lake BledLake Bled2Relax at Lake
BledLake Bled3Pick up car, drive through Julian Alps, end in
LjubljanaLjubljana4LjubljanaLjubljana5Drive through the Karst and Piran to Rovinj*Rovinj6Tour
IstriaRovinj7Drive to Plitvice Lakes via Istria’s hill townsPlitvice8Hike the lakes, then drive to Split
and drop carSplit9SplitSplit10To Hvar or KorčulaHvar/Korčula11Relax on Hvar or KorčulaHvar/
Korčula12To DubrovnikDubrovnik13DubrovnikDubrovnik14Rent a car or hire a driver to day-trip
to Mostar or to Montenegro’s Bay of KotorDubrovnik* To save the substantial extra cost of
picking up your car in one country and then dropping it off in another (see here), come up with a
strategy for turning in your rental car in Slovenia and then taking public transportation to Croatia,
where you can pick up a different rental car for your time there. For example, you could take the
bus from Ljubljana to Rovinj, then pick up a rental car in nearby Pula or Poreč; or take the train
from Ljubljana to Zagreb or Rijeka, then pick up your rental car in one of those cities.By Public
TransportationThis itinerary can be done entirely by public transportation, with a few
modifications. Skip (or hire a driver for) the Julian Alps, and take the bus from Lake Bled to
Ljubljana. Skip Istria; instead, take the train from Ljubljana to Zagreb, see that city, then take a
bus to Plitvice. The bus connects Plitvice to Split, and from there, you’ll continue down the
Dalmatian Coast by boat or bus.Even if you’re using public transportation, seriously consider
periodically renting a car for the day; this is most useful to reach the Julian Alps, Istria, Mostar,



and Montenegro’s Bay of Kotor.WHEN TO GOFor the best mix of good weather and fewer
crowds, I’d focus on shoulder season: mid-May through June, or September through early
October. Here’s why.Tourist traffic in this part of Europe (especially the coastal towns) is
extremely seasonal. The peak season hits suddenly and floods the towns like a tidal wave, only
to recede a couple months later—leaving empty streets and dazed locals. In general, the tourist
season runs roughly from mid-May through early October, peaking in early August. (If you’re
staying in bigger cities or landlocked towns, the seasonal influence is much less pronounced.)
You may find the climate chart in the appendix helpful.Peak Season: July and especially August
are top-of-top season—boats, buses, and budget accommodations are packed to the gills with
mostly European vacationers. Visiting Croatia in July or August is like spending spring break in
Florida—fun, but miserably crowded and hot. Hotels charge top dollar, and you’ll miss out on the
“undiscovered” quality that pervades most of the region the rest of the year.Shoulder Season:
Mid-May through June, and September through early October are shoulder seasons—and the
time when most of my readers are visiting. Within these time spans, late June and early
September are nearly as crowded as peak season (particularly on weekends at seaside towns),
but the rush subsides substantially in May and October; by the second week of October,
restaurants are already starting to close down for the winter. Shoulder season is my favorite time
to visit—I enjoy the smaller crowds, milder weather, and less-frenzied locals.Off-Season: Mid-
October through mid-May, small towns are dead as a doornail. Many resorts close down entirely,
with only one hotel and one restaurant remaining open during the lean winter months; many
residents move to the interior to hibernate. Anything that’s open keeps very limited hours
(weekday mornings only). Boat and bus schedules can be dramatically reduced, and some boat
connections or mountain roads (such as Slovenia’s Vršič Pass) are simply closed. The weather
can be cool and dreary, and night will draw the shades on your sightseeing before dinnertime. If
traveling in the winter, skip the coast (or limit yourself to bigger towns like Split and Dubrovnik),
and focus on the cities and the interior.Seasonal Changes: Because of this region’s extreme
seasonality, opening times and prices are especially flexible. It’s not unusual for a hotel to charge
six different rates for the same room, depending on the time of year. (A hotel receptionist once
showed me a binder with hundreds of potential rates they could charge, based on room size,
type, views, season, and length of stay.) And museum admission prices can jump dramatically,
overnight, without notice. With every visit, I dutifully hike around these towns trying to pin down
hours for tourist offices, travel agencies, and museums. And every time, they change. It’s always
smart to call ahead to double-check opening times.Rick’s Free Video Clips and Audio
ToursTravel smarter with these free, fun resources:Rick Steves Classroom Europe, a powerful
tool for teachers, is also useful for travelers. This video library contains over 400 short clips
excerpted from my public television series. Enjoy these videos as you sort through options for
your trip and to better understand what you’ll see in Europe. Check it out at (just enter a topic in
the search bar to find everything I’ve filmed on a subject).The Rick Steves Audio Europe app
makes it easy to download audio content to enhance your trip. Use the app to listen to audio



tours of Europe’s top sights, plus interviews from my public radio show with experts from Europe
and around the globe. Find it in your app store or at .Before You GoYou’ll have a smoother trip if
you tackle a few things ahead of time. For more information on these topics, see the
Practicalities chapter (and RickSteves.com for helpful travel tips and talks).Make sure your travel
documents are valid. If your passport is due to expire within six months of your ticketed date of
return, you need to renew it. Allow up to six weeks to renew or get a passport (). Beginning in
2021, you may also need to register with the European Travel Information and Authorization
System (ETIAS). A useful private website with more details is .Arrange your transportation. Book
your international flights. Figure out transportation options within the region: It’s worth thinking
about buying train, bus, or boat tickets online in advance, getting a rail pass, renting a car, or
booking cheap European flights. (You can wing it once you’re there, but it may cost more.)
Drivers: Consider bringing an International Driving Permit—sold at AAA offices in the US—along
with your license.Book rooms well in advance, especially if your trip falls during peak season
(July and August) or any major holidays or festivals. Booking ahead during shoulder season is
also advisable if you want the best range of choices. Many of my favorite accommodations are
quite small, with only a few rooms, so they fill up early.Consider travel insurance. Compare the
cost of the insurance to the cost of your potential loss. Check whether your existing insurance
(health, homeowners, or renters) covers you and your possessions overseas.Call your bank.
Alert your bank that you’ll be using your debit and credit cards in Europe. Ask about transaction
fees, and get the PIN number for your credit card. You don’t need to bring euros or kunas for
your trip; you can withdraw the local currency from cash machines in Europe.Use your
smartphone smartly. Sign up for an international service plan to reduce your costs, or rely on Wi-
Fi in Europe instead. Download any apps you’ll want on the road, such as maps, translators,
transit schedules, and Rick Steves Audio Europe (see sidebar).Rip up this book! Turn chapters
into mini guidebooks: Break the book’s spine and use a utility knife to slice apart chapters,
keeping gummy edges intact. Reinforce the chapter spines with clear wide tape; use a heavy-
duty stapler; or make or buy a cheap cover (see Travel Store at www.ricksteves.com), swapping
out chapters as you travel.Pack light. You’ll walk with your luggage more than you think. I travel
for weeks with a single carry-on bag and a daypack. Use the packing checklist in the appendix
as a guide.Travel SmartIf you have a positive attitude, equip yourself with good information (this
book), and expect to travel smart, you will.Read—and reread—this book. To have an “A” trip, be
an “A” student. Note opening hours of sights, closed days, crowd-beating tips, and whether
reservations are required or advisable. Check the latest at .Be your own tour guide. As you
travel, get up-to-date info on sights, reserve tickets and tours, reconfirm hotels and travel
arrangements, and check transit connections. Visit local tourist information offices (TIs). Upon
arrival in a new town, lay the groundwork for a smooth departure; confirm the train, bus, or road
you’ll take when you leave.Outsmart thieves. Pickpockets abound in crowded places where
tourists congregate. Treat commotions as smokescreens for theft. Keep your cash, credit cards,
and passport secure in a money belt tucked under your clothes; carry only a day’s spending



money in your front pocket. Don’t set valuable items down on counters or café tabletops, where
they can be quickly stolen or easily forgotten.Minimize potential loss. Keep expensive gear to a
minimum. Bring photocopies or take photos of important documents (passport and cards) to aid
in replacement if they’re lost or stolen. Back up photos and files frequently.Beat the summer
heat. If you wilt easily, choose accommodations with air-conditioning, start your day early, take a
midday siesta at your hotel, and resume your sightseeing later. Churches offer a cool haven.
Take frequent ice cream breaks.Guard your time and energy. Taking a taxi can be a good value if
it saves you a long wait for a cheap bus or an exhausting walk across town. To avoid long lines,
follow my crowd-beating tips, such as making advance reservations, or sightseeing early or
late.Be flexible. Even if you have a well-planned itinerary, expect changes, strikes, closures, sore
feet, bad weather, and so on. Your Plan B could turn out to be even better.Attempt the language.
Many Croatians and Slovenes—especially in the tourist trade and in cities—speak English, but if
you learn some Croatian and Slovenian, even just a few phrases, you’ll get more smiles and
make more friends. Practice the survival phrases at the end of the Croatia and Slovenia
chapters, and even better, bring a phrase book.Connect with the culture. Interacting with locals
carbonates your experience. Enjoy the friendliness of the Croatian and Slovenian people. Ask
questions; most locals are happy to point you in their idea of the right direction. Set up your own
quest for the best bell tower, mountain vista, or scenic seafront perch. When an opportunity pops
up, make it a habit to say “yes.”Croatia and Slovenia...here you come!
CROATIAHrvatskaCROATIAMap: CroatiaHELPFUL HINTSCROATIAN HISTORYEarly
HistoryLoss of IndependenceThe Yugoslav Era, World War II, and the UstašeIndependence
RegainedCroatia TodayCROATIAN FOODMain DishesSide DishesDessert and
BeveragesCROATIAN LANGUAGECroatian Survival PhrasesWith thousands of miles of
seafront and more than a thousand islands, Croatia’s coastline is Central Europe’s Riviera.
Holiday-makers love its pebbly beaches, balmy summer weather, and dramatic mountains.
Croatia is also historic. From ruined Roman arenas and Byzantine mosaics to Venetian bell
towers, Habsburg villas, and even communist concrete, past rulers have left their
mark.Especially along its coast, Croatia feels more Mediterranean than “Eastern European.”
Historically, the Croatia that most tourists visit has more in common with Venice and Rome than
Vienna or Budapest. If you’ve become accustomed to the Germanic efficiency of Slovenia,
Croatia’s relaxed and unpredictable style can come as a shock.Despite its fun-in-the-sun status,
around 25 years ago Croatia was one of the battlegrounds of the most violent European conflict
since World War II. While we refer to “the Yugoslav Wars,” locals call it “The Homeland War” or
“The Last War” (though it’s unclear whether they mean “final” or “most recent”). Thankfully, the
bloodshed is now a generation in the past—a distant memory even to those who actively
participated. But trying to understand the war, its causes, and its effects provides thoughtful
travelers with a perspective-broadening and poignant dimension to their trip.Adding to the
country’s fame are high-profile media appearances—from serving as a major location for Game
of Thrones, to a wildly popular South Korean dating/reality show. Croatia is ready for its close-



up.Croatia’s 3,600 miles of coastline—its main draw for tourists—is loosely divided into three
regions. Most people flock to the Dalmatian Coast, in the south, where dramatic limestone cliffs
rise from the watery deep and islands are scattered just offshore (the most appealing are Hvar
and Korčula). Here you’ll find Croatia’s top tourist town, Dubrovnik, and the big city of Split, with
its impressive Roman ruins. Up in the northern corner of the country is the flatter, wedge-
shaped, Italian-flavored peninsula called Istria, with a rolling interior blanketed with vineyards
and topped with hill towns, Roman ruins in the city of Pula, and my favorite seaside town
between Dubrovnik and Venice—Rovinj. Wedged between Dalmatia and Istria is the Kvarner
Gulf, a windy, arid no-man’s-land that has few worthwhile attractions, but ample rugged scenery
and a few fine islands offshore.Enjoy the coast, but don’t ignore the interior. The bustling capital
of Zagreb is urban, engaging, and full of great museums and foodie restaurants. And Croatia’s
single best natural wonder (in this country that’s so full of them) are the stunning waterfalls at
Plitvice Lakes National Park.It’s possible to blow a lot of money here. Croatian hotels, especially
on the coast, are priced at a premium, and the many touristy restaurants consider overcharging
tourists a good day’s work. But if you know where to look, you can find some wonderful budget
alternatives—particularly sobe (rooms in private homes). Sobe are a comfortable compromise:
fresh, hotelesque doubles with a private bathroom and air-conditioning for a fraction of the cost
of an anonymous hotel room (for details, see here).Europeans are reverent sun-worshippers,
and on clear days, it seems every square inch of coastal Croatia—beaches, rocks, and even
promenades—is occupied by a sunbather on a beach towel. Nude beaches are a big deal,
especially for vacationing Germans and Austrians. If you want to work on an all-around tan, seek
out a beach marked FKK (from the German Freikörper Kultur, or “free body culture”). First-timers
get comfortable in a hurry, finding they’re not the only novices on the rocks.Perhaps because
sunshine and fishing are so important to the economy, Croatians are particularly affected by the
weather. They complain that the once-predictable climate has become erratic, with surprise
rainy spells or heat waves in the once perfectly consistent summer months. Locals—and, often,
tourists—find that their mood can be noticeably affected by which way the wind is blowing (for
more, see here). The Croatian weather report includes a biometeorološka prognoza that
indicates how the day’s weather will affect your mood. Weather maps come with smiley or frowny
faces, and forecasts predict, “People will be tired in the afternoon and not feel like
working.”Every Croatian coastal town has two parts: The time-warp old town, and the obnoxious
resort sprawl. Main drags are clogged with gift shops selling shell sculptures and tasteless T-
shirts. Fortunately, it’s relatively easy to ignore the touristy scene and instead poke your way into
twisty old medieval lanes, draped with drying laundry and populated by gossiping neighbors,
humble fishermen’s taverns, and soccer-playing kids.Croatian popular music, the mariachi
music of Europe, is the ever-present soundtrack of a Dalmatian vacation. The late Oliver
Dragojević—who sang soulful Mediterranean ballads with a gravelly, passionate voice—was the
Croatian Tom Jones. Known simply as “Oliver,” this beloved crooner still gets airplay across
Europe and has spawned many imitators (such as the almost-as-popular Gibonni).More



traditional is the hauntingly beautiful klapa music—men’s voices harmonizing a cappella, like a
barbershop quartet with a soothing Adriatic flavor. Typically the leader begins the song, and the
rest of the ensemble (usually 3 to 12 singers) follows behind him with a slight delay. You’ll see
mariachi-style klapa groups performing in touristy areas; a CD of one of these performances is a
fun souvenir.Many Croatians place a lot of importance on their Catholic faith. Under
communism, religion was de-emphasized, and many people gave up the habit of attending
Mass regularly. But as the wars raged in the early 1990s, many Croatians rediscovered religion
(which also became tied to surging nationalism). Today, you may be surprised by how many
people you see worshipping in the churches of this recently communist country.In the Yugoslav
era, Croatia was a vacation hotspot for both Europeans and Americans; at its peak, Croatia
hosted about 10 million visitors a year, who provided the country with about a third of its income.
Of course, the war decimated tourism, and recovery was gradual. But these days there’s no
question that Croatia has rebounded, becoming more popular than ever on the world tourism
scene. About 15 million visitors flock here each year, to the tune of more than $10 billion. In fact,
some worldly Croatians are now pursuing a more sustainable approach to tourism—a concern
that will certainly grow alongside the number of visitors.Some of those many visitors find that
service in Croatia can be...relaxed. Maybe too relaxed. This is partly thanks to the local
philosophy of malo po malo, “little by little”—the easygoing, no-worries, mañana Dalmatian
lifestyle. While you’ll meet plenty of wonderfully big-hearted Croatians, some of my readers
characterize Croatian waiters or hotel receptionists as “gruff” or even “rude.” Be prepared for
what I call the “Croatian Shrug”—a simple gesture meaning, “Don’t know, don’t care.”Today’s
Croatia is crawling with a Babel of international guests speaking German, French, Italian, every
accent of English...and a smattering of Croatian. And yet, despite the tourists, this place remains
distinctly and stubbornly Croatian. You’d have to search pretty hard to find a McDonald’s.Croatia
AlmanacOfficial Name: Republika Hrvatska, or just Hrvatska for short.Size: 22,000 square miles
(similar to West Virginia). Of the country’s 4.5 million people, 90 percent are ethnic Croats
(Catholic) and 4.5 percent are Serbs (Orthodox). (The Serb population was more than double
that before the ethnic cleansing of the 1991-1995 war.) The population also includes ethnic
Bosniaks (Muslims), Hungarians, and Slovenes. “Croatians” are citizens of Croatia; “Croats” are
a distinct ethnic group made up of Catholic South Slavs. So Orthodox Serbs living in Croatia are
Croatians (specifically “Croatian Serbs”)...but they aren’t Croats.Geography: This boomerang-
shaped country has two terrains: Stretching north to south is the long, rugged Mediterranean
coastline (3,600 miles of beach, including more than 1,100 offshore islands), which is warm and
dry. Rising up from the sea are the rocky Dinaric Mountains. To the northeast, beginning at about
Zagreb, Croatia’s flat, inland “panhandle” (called Slavonia) is an extension of the Great
Hungarian Plain, with hot summers and cold winters.Latitude and Longitude: 45˚N and 15˚E
(similar latitude to Venice, Italy or Portland, Oregon).Biggest Cities: The capital, Zagreb (in the
northern interior), has 790,000 people; Split (along the Dalmatian Coast) has 178,000; and
Rijeka (on the northern coast) has 129,000.Snapshot History: After losing their independence to



Hungary in 1102, the Croats watched as most of their coastline became Venetian and their
interior was conquered by Ottomans. Croatia was “rescued” by the Habsburgs (eventually
becoming part of Austria-Hungary). After World War I, it became part of Yugoslavia, which
splintered apart in the early 1990s when Croatia fought a bitter war to become a modern,
independent state.Economy: Much of the country’s wealth (about $95 billion GDP, or $24,700
GDP per capita) comes from tourism, banking, and trade with Italy.Currency: 1 kuna (kn, or
HRK) = about 17 cents, and 6 kunas = about $1. One kuna is broken down into 100 lipas. Kuna
is Croatian for “marten” (an animal in the same family as weasels and ferrets), recalling a time
when fur pelts were used as currency. A lipa is a linden tree.Government: The single-house
assembly (Sabor) of 151 legislators is elected by popular vote. The country’s prime minister (the
head of the majority party in parliament, the center-right HDZ party) is currently Andrej
Plenković; the directly elected (but more figurehead) president Zoran Milanović, from the center-
left Social Democratic Party (SDP).Flag: The flag has three horizontal bands (red on top, white,
and blue) with a traditional red-and-white checkerboard shield in the center.The Average
Croatian: The average Croatian will live to age 76 and have 1.4 children. He or she absolutely
adores the soccer team Dinamo Zagreb and absolutely despises Hajduk Split...or vice
versa.Notable Croatians: A pair of big-league historical figures were born in Croatia: Roman
Emperor Diocletian (AD 245-313) and—supposedly (though unlikely)—explorer Marco Polo
(1254?-1324). More recently, many Americans whose names end in “-ich” have Croatian roots,
including actor John Malkovich and Ohio politicians Dennis Kucinich and John Kasich, not to
mention baseball legend Roger Marich...I mean, Maris. More Croatian athletes abound: tennis
star Goran Ivanišević is internationally known; NBA fans might recognize Toni Kukoč or Gordan
Giricek; and at the 2002 and 2006 Winter Olympic Games, the women’s downhill skiing events
were dominated by Janica Kostelić (her brother Ivica Kostelić medaled in 2006, 2010, and
2014). Actor Goran Višnjić (from TV’s ER) was born and raised in Croatia, and served in the
army as a paratrooper. You may not yet know the beloved Croatian sculptor Ivan Meštrović...but
you will soon, as his expressive works are all over the country (as well as in the United States).
Inventor Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)—who, as a rival of Thomas Edison’s, invented alternating
current (AC)—was a Croatian-born Serb. And a band of well-dressed 17th-century Croatian
soldiers stationed in France gave the Western world a new fashion accessory—the cravat, or
necktie (for the full story, see here).HELPFUL HINTSTelephones: For details on how to dial to,
from, and within Croatia, see here.Addresses: Addresses listed with a street name and followed
by “b.b.” have no street number. In most small towns, locals ignore not only street numbers but
also street names—navigate with a map or by asking for directions.Hotel Prices: Most hotels
quote prices in euros for the convenience of their international guests, but they’ll convert the bill
to kunas to determine your final payment.Slick Pavement: Old towns, with their well-polished
pavement stones and many slick stairs, can be quite treacherous, especially after a rainstorm.
(On a recent trip, one of your co-authors nearly broke his arm slipping down a flight of stairs.)
Tread with care.Siesta: Croatians eat their big meal at lunch, then take a traditional



Mediterranean siesta. This means that many stores, museums, and churches are closed in the
mid-afternoon, especially in smaller towns.Pack Smart: Croatia is known for its glimmering
beaches. However, most are pebbly or rocky rather than sandy—and spiny sea urchins are not
uncommon. In addition to your swimsuit, pack (or buy in Europe) a pair of water shoes for
wading, as well as a beach towel (many of my recommended accommodations don’t provide
these). Good sunscreen, a sun hat, and bug spray can also be handy. And if you’ll be hiking on
Croatia’s many scenic coastal trails, which can be rugged, pack sturdy shoes.Landmine
Warning: Certain parts of the Croatian interior were once full of landmines. Most of these mines
have been removed, and fields that may still be dangerous are usually clearly marked. As a
precaution, if you’re in a former war zone, stay on roads and paths, and don’t go wandering
through overgrown fields and deserted villages.CROATIAN HISTORYFor nearly a millennium,
bits and pieces of what we today call “Croatia” were batted back and forth between foreign
powers: Hungarians, Venetians, Ottomans, Habsburgs, and Yugoslavs. Only in 1991 did Croatia
(violently) regain its independence.Early HistoryCroatia’s first inhabitants were the mysterious
Illyrians. While they left behind a few scant artifacts, little is known about this group, who were
likely the ancestors of today’s Albanians.During antiquity, the Greeks and Romans sailed ships
up and down the strategic Dalmatian Coast. They founded many towns that still exist today,
introduced winemaking and other agriculture, and littered the Adriatic seabed with shipwrecks.
Romans built larger settlements on the Dalmatian Coast as early as 229 BC, and in the fourth
century AD, Emperor Diocletian—who was born in what’s now Croatia and rose through the
military ranks to become the most powerful man on earth—built his retirement palace in the
coastal town of Split.As Rome fell in the fifth century, many different peoples migrated across
Europe—including the Slavs (the ancestors of today’s Croatians). They moved into deserted
Roman settlements (Diocletian’s Palace, in Split, is a prime example) and made them their own.
The northern part of Croatia’s coast fell briefly under the Byzantines, who slathered churches
with shimmering mosaics (the best are in the Euphrasian Basilica in Poreč, Istria).Beginning in
the seventh century, Slavic Croats began to control most of the land that is today’s Croatia. In AD
925, the Dalmatian Duke Tomislav united the disparate Croat tribes into a single kingdom. By
consolidating and extending Croat-held territory and centralizing power, Tomislav created what
many consider to be the first “Croatia.”Loss of IndependenceBy the early 12th century, the
Croatian kings had died out, and neighboring powers (Hungary, Venice, and Byzantium)
threatened the Croats. For the sake of self-preservation, Croatia entered into an alliance with the
Hungarians in 1102—and for the next 900 years, the Croats were ruled by foreign states. The
Hungarians gradually took more and more power from the Croats, exerting control over the
majority of inland Croatia. Meanwhile, the Venetian Republic conquered most of the coast and
peppered the Croatian Adriatic with bell towers and the winged lion of St. Mark.The Ottomans
(from today’s Turkey) conquered most of inland Croatia by the 15th century and challenged the
Venetians—unsuccessfully—for control of the coastline. Most of the stout walls, fortresses, and
other fortifications you’ll see all along the Croatian coast date from this time, built by the



Venetians to defend against Ottoman attack.Through it all, the tiny Republic of Dubrovnik
flourished—paying off whomever necessary to maintain its independence and becoming one of
Europe’s most important shipbuilding and maritime powers. Although it was surrounded by the
Ottoman threat, Dubrovnik persisted as a plucky rival to powerful Venice.In the 17th century, the
Habsburgs forced the Ottomans out of inland Croatia. Then, after Venice and Dubrovnik fell to
Napoleon in the early 19th century, the coast also went to the Habsburgs—beginning a long
tradition of Austrians basking on Croatian beaches.The Yugoslav Era, World War II, and the
UstašeWhen the Austro-Hungarian Empire broke up at the end of World War I and the map of
Europe was redrawn, the Croats banded together with the Serbs, Slovenes, and Bosnians in the
union that would become Yugoslavia. But virtually as soon as the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was
formed, many Croats began to fear that the Serbs would steer Yugoslavia to their own
purposes.The parliamentarian Stjepan Radić spoke out passionately for Croat rights within the
kingdom—until he was assassinated by a Serb on the morning of June 20, 1928, during a
parliamentary session. This outbreak of violence alarmed Yugoslavia’s Serb king, Alexander
Karađorđević, who abolished the parliament and declared himself absolute ruler of the kingdom
—squelching the Croats’ fervently desired autonomy.It was in this political climate, during the
1930s, that the Ustaše (“Uprisers”)—a nationalistic, fascist movement bent on creating an
ethnically pure “Greater Croatia”—gained popularity among a small but dangerous fringe of
Croats. On September 9, 1934, Ustaše operatives assassinated King Alexander. The Kingdom
of Yugoslavia—so young and fragile—was already unraveling.But even larger concerns loomed
on the horizon. On April 6, 1941, Hitler’s Luftwaffe began aerial bombardment of Belgrade; less
than two weeks later, Nazi Germany controlled Yugoslavia. Hitler divvied up the territory among
his Italian, Hungarian, and Bulgarian allies. He created the misnamed “Independent State of
Croatia”—encompassing much of today’s Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, and parts of Serbia
—to be led by Ante Pavelić and the Croatian Ustaše Party. The Ustaše operated one of the most
brutal Nazi puppet states during World War II. Ustaše concentration camps—including the
notorious Jasenovac extermination camp—were used to murder tens of thousands of Jews and
Roma (Gypsies), as well as hundreds of thousands of Serbs.The Croatian Catholic leader
Cardinal Alojzije Stepinac was one Croat who made the mistake of backing the Ustaše. By most
accounts, Stepinac was a mild-mannered, extremely devout man who didn’t agree with the
extremism of the Ustaše...but also did little to fight it. Following the war, Stepinac was arrested,
tried, and imprisoned, dying under house arrest in 1960. In the years since, Stepinac has
become a martyr both for Catholics and for Croat nationalists.At the end of World War II, the
Ustaše and the Nazis were forced out by Yugoslavia’s homegrown Partisan Army, led by a
charismatic war hero named Josip Broz, who went by the nickname “Tito.” Tito became
“president for life,” and Croatia once again became part of a united Yugoslavia. This union would
hold together for more than 40 years, until it broke apart amid attempts by Serbian President
Slobodan Milošević and Croatian President Franjo Tuđman to redraw boundaries.For more
details on Yugoslavia and its breakup, see the Understanding Yugoslavia chapter.Independence



RegainedCroatia’s declaration of independence from Yugoslavia in 1991 was met with fear and
anger by many of its more than half-million Serb residents. Even before independence, the first
volleys of a bloody war had been fired. The conflict had two phases: First, in 1991, Croatian
Serbs declared independence from the new nation of Croatia, forming their own state and
forcing out or murdering any Croats in their newly claimed territory (with thinly disguised military
support from Slobodan Milošević). Then a tense cease-fire fell over the region until 1995, when
the second phase of the war ignited: Croatia pushed back through the Serb-dominated territory,
reclaiming it for Croatia and forcing out or murdering Serbs living there.Imagine becoming an
independent nation after nine centuries of foreign domination. Croatians seized their hard-
earned freedom with a nationalist fervor that bordered on fascism. It was a heady and absurd
time, which today’s Croatians recall with a mix of excitement, regret, and nostalgia.In the Croatia
of the early 1990s, even the most bizarre notions seemed possible. Croatia’s first post-Yugoslav
president, the nationalist Franjo Tuđman (see sidebar), proposed bold directives for the new
nation—such as privatizing all of the nation’s resources and handing them over to 200 super-
elite oligarchs. While this never quite happened, privatization relied heavily on nepotism, and
Tuđman’s highly placed allies enjoyed a windfall.The government rechristened the language
“Croatian” (to distinguish it from “Serbo-Croatian”) and created new words from Croat roots.
Some outside-the-box thinkers even briefly considered replacing the Roman alphabet with the
ninth-century Glagolitic script to invoke Croat culture and further differentiate Croatian from
Serbia’s Cyrillic alphabet. (Fortunately for tourists, this plan didn’t take off.)After Tuđman’s death
in 1999, Croatia began the new millennium with a more truly democratic leader, Stipe Mesić.
The popular Mesić, who was once aligned with Tuđman, had split off and formed his own
political party when Tuđman’s politics grew too extreme. Tuđman spent years amending the
constitution to give himself more and more power, but when Mesić took over, he reversed those
changes and handed more authority back to the parliament.After a successful decade as
president, the term-limited Stipe Mesić stepped down in 2010. Ivo Josipović, running on a strong
anti-corruption platform, won by a landslide.Croatia TodayIn 2013, Croatia joined the European
Union—a benchmark of the progress the nation has made since Tuđman. But the road to EU
membership has been a rocky one, and several thorny issues face contemporary Croatians.The
legacy of the Yugoslav Wars has yet to fully resolve itself in Croatia. The then-popular president,
Franjo Tuđman, is now viewed with regret and suspicion by a significant segment of Croatian
society (see sidebar). Others feel shame about reports that have emerged about Croatian
soldiers’ ethnic-cleansing activities during the war. Several Croatian officers were indicted for
war crimes by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The Hague,
Netherlands. The highest-profile of these—Lieutenant General Ante Gotovina—was discovered
hiding in Spain in 2005, arrested, extradited, tried, convicted...and then acquitted on appeal in
2012. To this day, many Croatians feel that the soldiers branded as “war criminals” by The Hague
are instead heroes of their war of independence.Franjo Tuđman (1922-1999)Independent
Croatia’s first president was the controversial Franjo Tuđman (FRAHN-yoh TOOJ-mahn).



Tuđman began his career fighting for Tito on the left, but later made a dramatic ideological swing
to the far right. His anticommunist, highly nationalistic HDZ party was the driving force for
Croatian statehood, making him the young nation’s first standard-bearer. But even as he fought
for independence from Yugoslavia, his own ruling style grew more and more authoritarian.
Today, years after his death, Tuđman remains a divisive figure.Before entering politics, Tuđman
was a military officer. He fought for Tito’s Partisans in World War II, and was the youngest
general in the Yugoslav People’s Army. But later in life, Tuđman—now a professional historian—
came to revere the Ustaše, Croatia’s Nazi-puppet government during World War II. Because the
Ustaše governed the first “independent” Croatian state since the 12th century, Tuđman
considered them Croatian “freedom fighters.” But that same state had murdered hundreds of
thousands of Serbs in its concentration camps. (In a history book he authored, Tuđman
controversially deflated this death toll to between 30,000 and 60,000—a figure no legitimate
historian accepts.)In the 1980s—following Tito’s death, and as Yugoslavia began to unravel—
Tuđman gained support for his nationalistic, anticommunist political party, the Croatian
Democratic Union (Hrvatska Demokratska Zajednica, HDZ). In 1990, during Croatia’s first free
elections of the post-Tito era, voters decisively supported Tuđman and the HDZ—effectively
voting out the communists. In 1992, Tuđman was formally elected president.As Tuđman took
power, he wasted no time in reintroducing many Ustaše symbols, including their currency (the
kuna, still used today). These provocative actions raised eyebrows worldwide, and raised alarms
in Croatia’s Serb communities.Tuđman espoused many of the same single-minded attitudes
about ethnic divisions as the ruthless Serbian leader Slobodan Milošević. Croat forces—which
may or may not have been acting under Tuđman’s orders—carried out wide-scale ethnic
cleansing, targeting Serb and Muslim minorities. Tuđman and Milošević had secret, Hitler- and
Stalin-esque negotiations even as they were ripping into each other rhetorically. According to
some reports, at one meeting they divvied up a map of Bosnia-Herzegovina on a cocktail
napkin. Their so-called “Karađorđevo Agreement” completely left out the Bosniaks, who
constituted the largest ethnic group within the nation whose fate was being decided.To ensure
that he stayed in power, Tuđman played fast and loose with his new nation’s laws. He was
notorious for changing the constitution as it suited him. By the late 1990s, when his popularity
was slipping, Tuđman extended Croatian citizenship to anyone in the world who had Croatian
heritage—a ploy aimed at gathering votes from Croats living in Bosnia-Herzegovina, who were
sure to line up with him on the far right.Tuđman kept a tight grip on the media, making it illegal to
report anything that would disturb the public—even if true. When Croatians turned on their TV
sets and saw the flag flapping in the breeze to the strains of the national anthem, they knew
something was up...and switched to CNN to get the real story. In this oppressive environment,
many bright, young Croatians fled the country, causing a “brain drain” that hampered the
postwar recovery.Tuđman died of cancer at the end of 1999. While history will probably judge
him harshly, the opinion in today’s Croatia is qualified. Most agree that Tuđman was an important
and even admirable figure in the struggle for Croatian statehood, but he ultimately went too far.



The most elaborate tomb in Zagreb’s national cemetery (Mirogoj) honors this “Croatian founding
father,” and Zagreb’s international airport is named after him. However, prosecutors at the
International Criminal Tribunal in The Hague have said that if Tuđman were alive, he would be
standing trial for war crimes.Croatia’s relations with its neighbors—many of whom were involved
in the Yugoslav Wars—remain problematic. While Croatia and Slovenia shared the same goal
(separating from Yugoslavia), many Croatians resent Slovenia’s lack of military support for
Croatian independence. Decades later, tensions still persist. Slovenia briefly blocked Croatia’s
EU membership bid in an effort to resolve a longstanding border dispute (described on here).
Ironically, even many Croatians who were vehemently opposed to EU membership were
outraged that Slovenia tried to prevent it. On recent trips to this region, when I show people the
cover of this book, people in both countries express displeasure about being grouped
together.Another vexing issue in today’s Croatia is government corruption—perhaps best
embodied by one of the country’s previous prime ministers, Ivo Sanader, who abruptly resigned
in 2009, and soon after was arrested, convicted, and sent to prison.Croatians—and especially
expats living here—report that the country is excessively bureaucratic, and can be a tough place
to do business. Laws tend to be implemented, then quickly overturned. In the last few years, a
ban on shops being open on Sundays, a smoking ban, and a zero blood-alcohol limit for drivers
have all come and gone.In 2012, two-thirds of Croatians voted in favor of joining the EU. But the
reality of EU membership rocked Croatia in the fall of 2015, when a wave of immigrants from war-
torn Syria (as well as many other Middle Eastern and Balkan nations) began to flood into
Europe. When neighboring Hungary closed its borders to refugees, many began to spill into
northern Croatia. While refugees camped out at the borders, Croatian government agencies and
NGOs alike scrambled to deal with simultaneous humanitarian and diplomatic crises.Despite
such geopolitical challenges, Croatia continues to emerge as a red-hot destination for holiday-
makers, and with some of the growing pains of new nationhood behind it, seems poised for an
ever-brighter future.CROATIAN FOODWhile Croatia is not quite the foodie destination that the
tourist board likes to promote, visitors can eat well here. Until quite recently, local cuisine was
just functional and filling. But a new generation of chefs is introducing new techniques and a
more cosmopolitan sensibility to Croatian cooking. Even so, it’s easy to fall into a predictable rut
of pizza, pasta, and no-frills seafood (especially along the coast). This is just fine for many
travelers, but if you care about good food, it’s worth seeking out more interesting alternatives.
These can be rare in smaller tourist towns, but cities have a better variety. (My restaurant listings
highlight the best of both functional and memorable eateries.)Two staples in Croatia, as in most
Mediterranean lands, are wine and olive oil. You’ll see vineyards and olive groves blanketing the
Croatian countryside and islands. Another major part of the local diet is the air-dried ham called
pršut (a.k.a. prosciutto—see sidebar on here).While you’ll find places called restaurant, you’ll
more often see the name konoba—which means an unpretentious traditional restaurant, like an
inn. To request a menu, say, “Meni, molim” (MEH-nee, MOH-leem; “Menu, please”). To get the
attention of your waiter, say “Konobar” (KOH-noh-bahr; “Waiter”). When the waiter’s ready to



take your order, they’ll say, “Izvolite.” When they bring your food, they’ll likely say, “Dobar
tek!” (“Enjoy your meal!”). When you’re ready for the bill, ask for the račun (RAH-choon).Main
DishesOn the coast, seafood is a specialty, and the Italian influence is obvious. According to
Dalmatians, “Eating meat is food; eating fish is pleasure.” They also say that a fish should swim
three times: first in the sea, then in olive oil, and finally in wine—when you eat it.You can get all
kinds of seafood: fish, scampi, mussels, squid, octopus, you name it. Keep in mind that prices for
fish dishes are listed either by the kilogram (1,000 grams) or by the 100-gram unit (figure about a
half-kilo, or 500 grams—that’s about one pound—for a large portion). Frozen fish is not
uncommon—if you want something fresh from the market, ask. If you get a whole fish, you can
usually ask the server to delicately separate its fillets from its backbone (a difficult task if you’ve
never done it).Interpreting menus can be tricky. For example, škampi (shrimp) often come still in
their shells (sometimes with crayfish-like claws), which can be messy and time-consuming to
eat. Before you order shrimp, ask if it’s shelled. The menu item called “small fried fish” is
generally a plate of deep-fried minnows. If you see something described as “Dalmatian-style,” it
usually means with lots of olive oil, parsley, and garlic.Don’t shy away from unusual menu items
—they can be surprisingly delicious. Jump at the chance to sample a good, fresh anchovy—
which, when done right, has a pleasant flavor and a melt-in-your-mouth texture that’s a world
away from the salty, withered little fish you might find topping a pizza back home. Those not
accustomed to eating octopus might want to try octopus salad: a flavorful mix of octopus,
tomatoes, onions, capers, and spices. In the interior, trout is popular.Croatian WineFor
gourmands, one of the most pleasant surprises about a trip to Croatia is the quality of the wines.
While much of the industry was state-run and focused on mass production during communist
times, today vintner families are returning to their roots—literally—and taking a renewed pride in
Croatian wines. Thanks partly to the interest and investment of American vintners, Croatian
wines are gaining respect worldwide. Because very few Croatian wines are exported, a visit here
is a good chance to sample some new tastes.The northern part of the country primarily
produces whites (bijelo vino, bee-YEH-loh VEE-noh), usually dry (suho, SOO-hoh) but
sometimes semi-dry (polusuho, POHL-soo-hoh) or sweet (slatko, SLAHT-koh). The sunny
mountains just north of Zagreb are covered with vineyards producing whites. From Slavonia
(Croatia’s inland panhandle), you’ll find graševina—crisp, dry, and acidic (like a dry Riesling).
Well-respected brands include Krauthaker and Enjingi (whose prizewinning Venje wine is a
blend of five white grape varieties). Istria corks up some good whites, including malvazija, a very
popular, light, mid-range wine. (Muscat is also popular.) The best reds from this region are made
from the teran grape, though you’ll find some cabernet sauvignon and merlot as well. Top
producers here include Degrassi (try their Terre Bianche white and red blends), Kabola,
Kozlović, and Matošević (all of these can be visited for a tasting).As you move south, along the
Dalmatian Coast, the wines turn red—which Croatians call “black wine” (crno vino, TSUR-noh
VEE-noh). The dominant grape here is plavac mali (“little blue”)—a distant relative of Californian
zinfandel. Many of the best coastal reds are produced on the long Pelješac Peninsula, across



from Korčula (the most well-respected regions are Dingač and Postup). But each island also
produces its own good wines. Korčula (especially near the villages of Čara and Smokvica)
makes excellent white wine from pošip grapes (which are high alcohol and low acidity—locals
like to cut this with carbonated water), as well as grk (“Greek” grapes that grow only around
Lumbarda—try it at the Bire winery) and korčulanka. Hvar’s wines tend to be fruitier and less
tannic; they specialize in pošip, as well as bogdanuša (“from the gods”)—which has low alcohol
and high acidity. On Hvar, good places to try wines include the Tomić winery, in the village of
Jelsa, and at Vina Pinjata in Vrboska.Other wines to look for include the heavenly, sweet dessert
wine called prošek (similar to port wine or Italian vin santo). While rosés aren’t a big business
here, some producers make them to keep up with winemaking trends; you may see them called
Opolo (pol means “half”).When looking at wine labels, watch for these three official
classifications: stolno (“table,” the lowest grade), kvalitento (“quality”—actually mid-range), and
vrhunsko (top-quality). In general, if only the grape is listed (e.g., mali plavac), the quality isn’t as
good as when the region is prominently noted (e.g., Dingač or Postup). You may also see the
words vinogorje (vineyard), položaj (location), and barrique (barrel-aged).The big name in
Croatian wines is Miljenko Grgić. Born in Croatia in 1923, Grgić emigrated from communist
Yugoslavia to the US and—as “Mike Grgich”—worked at the Chateau Montelena Winery in
Napa Valley. In the famous “Judgment of Paris” in 1976, Grgić’s 1973 chardonnay beat out
several well-respected French wines in a blind taste test. Considered a turning point in the
winemaking world, this event brought new respect to American winemakers and put Napa on
the mapa.Having revolutionized American winemaking, Grgić turned his sights on his Croatian
homeland. He imported California know-how to the slopes of the Pelješac Peninsula, where he
set about making some of Croatia’s first truly well-respected wines. Grgić grows his red plavac
mali on the Pelješac Peninsula (at Dingač and nearby, at Trstanik), and his white pošip wine on
Korčula Island.The prices for Grgić’s wines match his reputation; for producers that are
comparable but a bit more affordable, look for these red-wine alternatives: Madirazza (they make
a great Postup), Frano Miloš (try the full-bodied Stagnum), and Matuško and Skaramuća (good
Dingač). Philipp, by a famously meticulous Swiss-Croatian vintner, produces a good Postup, as
well as a fine summer white that blends rukatac and chardonnay.While Croatian wines are
impressive, don’t overlook their neighbors’ vintages as well. Slovenia corks up some excellent
bottles (especially in the western and eastern reaches of the country), and Montenegro has
some of the best wines in the region.Croatia also has plenty of meat options. A delicious
Dalmatian specialty is pašticada—braised beef in a slightly sweet wine-and-herb sauce, usually
served with gnocchi. Dalmatia is also known for its mutton. Since the lambs graze on salty
seaside herbs, the meat—often served on a spit—has a distinctive flavor. Throughout Croatia,
look for the spicy, flavorful stewed pork-and-vegetables dish called mućkalica. The most widely
available meat dish is the “mixed grill”—a combination of various Balkan grilled meats, best
accompanied by the eggplant-and-red-pepper condiment ajvar (see the “Balkan Flavors”
sidebar on here).The best meat dish in Croatia is veal or lamb prepared under a peka—a metal



baking lid that’s covered with red-hot coals, to allow the meat to gradually cook to tender
perfection. (Ispod peka means “under the bell.”) Available only in traditional restaurants, this dish
typically must be ordered in advance and for multiple people. You’ll also find a break from
seafood in the north (Zagreb) and east (Slavonia), where the food has more of a Hungarian flavor
—heavy on meat served with cabbage, noodles, or potatoes.Budget-conscious tourists reserve
meat and fish for splurge dinners and mostly dine on cheaper and faster pastas and pizzas.
You’ll see familiar dishes, such as spaghetti Bolognese and spaghetti carbonara, gnocchi
(njoki), and lasagna. Risotto (rižoto) is popular here; most common is “black risotto,” mixed with
squid ink and various kinds of seafood.Side DishesThere are many good local varieties of
cheese made with sheep’s or goat’s milk. Pag, an island in the Kvarner Gulf, produces a famous,
very salty, fairly dry sheep’s-milk cheese (paški sir), which is said to be flavored by the herbs the
sheep eat.A common side dish is boiled potatoes and mangold (bltiva); sometimes identified as
“Dalmatian chard,” this green is similar to Swiss chard. When ordering salad, choose between
mixed (julienned cabbage, carrots, and turnips, often with some tomatoes or beets, and
occasionally with a bit of lettuce) or green (mostly lettuce). Throughout Croatia, salad is typically
served with the main dish unless you request that it be brought beforehand.Dessert and
BeveragesFor dessert, look no further than the mountains of ice cream (sladoled) that line every
street in coastal Croatia. While most sladoled isn’t quite gourmet (don’t expect the artigianale
brilliance of Italian gelaterias), I’ve worked hard to sample and recommend the best ice-cream
parlors in each town (someone has to do it). Dalmatia’s typical dessert is a flan-like, crème
caramel custard, called rozata.Water is voda, and mineral water is mineralna voda. Jamnica is
the main Croatian brand of bottled water, but you’ll also see Bistra and Studenac. Many
restaurants—especially fancier ones—might not want to bring you a glass of tap water, but you
can try asking for voda iz slavine. For coffee (kava), the easiest choice is bijela kava (BEE-yeh-
lah KAH-vah)—“white coffee,” or espresso with lots of milk (similar to a caffè latte). For black
coffee, ask for crna kava (TSUR-nah KAH-vah).The biggest brands of Croatian beer (pivo) are
Ožujsko and Karlovačko, but you’ll also see the Slovenian brand Laško (which is also brewed
here in Croatia). Fans of dark beer (crno pivo) enjoy Tomislav. Most places also serve
nonalcoholic beers (bezalkoholno pivo); most common are Ožujsko Cool and Stella Artois
NA.Even more beloved in Croatia is wine (vino; see “Croatian Wine” sidebar, earlier). Along the
coast, locals find it refreshing to drink wine mixed with mineral water (called špricer—
pronounced “spritzer”). When toasting with some new Croatian friends, raise your glass with a
hearty “Živjeli!” (ZHEE-vyeh-lee).CROATIAN LANGUAGECroatian was once known as “Serbo-
Croatian,” the official language of Yugoslavia. Most Yugoslav republics—including Croatia,
Serbia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina—spoke this same language. And while each of these countries
has tried to distance its language from that of its neighbors since the war, the languages spoken
in all of these places are still very similar. The biggest difference is in the writing: Croatians and
Bosniaks use our Roman alphabet, while Serbs use Cyrillic letters.Since independence, Croatia
has attempted to artificially make its vocabulary different from Serbian. In Yugoslav times, you’d



catch a plane at the aerodrom. Today, you’ll catch that same flight at the zračna luka—a new
coinage that combines the old Croatian words for “air” and “port.” These new words, once
created, are actively injected into the lexicon. Croatians watching their favorite TV show will
suddenly hear a character use a word they’ve never heard before...and think, “Oh, we have
another new word.” In this way, Croatian really is becoming quite different from Serbian (in much
the same way Norwegian evolved apart from Swedish a century ago).Remember, c is
pronounced “ts” (as in “bats”). The letter j is pronounced as “y.” The letters č and ć are slightly
different, but they both sound more or less like “ch”; š sounds like “sh,” and ž sounds like “zh” (as
in “leisure”). One Croatian letter that you won’t see in other languages is đ, which sounds like the
“dj” sound in “jeans.” In fact, this letter is often replaced with “dj” in English.When attempting to
pronounce an unfamiliar word, remember that the accent is usually on the first syllable (and
never on the last). Confusingly, Croatian pronunciation—even of the same word—can vary in
different parts of the country. This is because modern Croatian has three distinct dialects, called
Kajkavian, Shtokavian, and Chakavian—based on how you say “what?” (kaj?, što?, and ča?,
respectively). That’s a lot of variety for a language with only five million speakers.Attentive
travelers will frequently hear two Croatian phrases that are used as enthusiastic affirmatives, like
“sure” or “OK”: može (MOH-zheh; can do) and ajde (EYE-deh; let’s go).For a smoother trip, take
some time to learn a few key Croatian phrases (see the Croatian survival phrases on the next
page).Croatian Survival PhrasesIn the phonetics, ī sounds like the long i in “light,” and bolded
syllables are stressed.EnglishCroatianPronunciationHello. (formal)Dobar dan.doh-bahr dahnHi. /
Bye. (informal)Bok.bohkDo you speak English?Govorite li engleski?goh-voh-ree-teh lee ehn-
glehs-keeYes. / No.Da. / Ne.dah / nehI (don’t) understand.(Ne) razumijem.(neh) rah-zoo-mee-
yehmPlease. / You’re welcome.Molim.moh-leemThank you (very much).Hvala (ljepa).hvah-lah
(lyeh-pah)Excuse me. / I’m sorry.Oprostite.oh-proh-stee-tehproblemproblemproh-blehmNo
problem.Nema problema.neh-mah proh-bleh-mahGood.Dobro.doh-brohGoodbye.Do
viđenija.doh veed-jay-neeahone / twojedan / dvayeh-dahn / dvahthree / fourtri / četiritree / cheh-
teh-reefive / sixpet / šestpeht / shehstseven / eightsedam / osamseh-dahm / oh-sahmnine /
tendevet / desetdeh-veht / deh-sehthundred / thousandsto / tisućastoh / tee-soo-chahHow
much?Koliko?koh-lee-kohlocal currencykunakoo-nahWrite it?Napišite?nah-peesh-ee-tehIs it
free?Da li je besplatno?dah lee yeh beh-splaht-nohIs it included?Da li je uključeno?dah lee yeh
ook-lyoo-cheh-nohWhere can I find / buy...?Gdje mogu pronaći / kupiti...?guh-dyeh moh-goo
proh-nah-chee / koo-pee-teeI’d like / We’d like...Želio bih / Željeli bismo...zheh-lee-oh bee / zheh-
lyeh-lee bees-moh...a room....sobu.soh-boo...a ticket to ___....kartu do ___.kar-too doh ___Is it
possible?Da li je moguće?dah lee yeh moh-goo-chehWhere is...?Gdje je...?guh-dyeh yeh...the
train station...kolodvorkoh-loh-dvor...the bus station...autobusni kolodvorow-toh-boos-nee koh-
loh-dvor...the tourist information office...turističko informativni centartoo-ree-steech-koh een-for-
mah-teev-nee tsehn-tahr...the toilet...vece (WC)veht-sehmen / womenmuški / ženskimoosh-
kee / zhehn-skeeleft / right / straightlijevo / desno / ravnolee-yeh-voh / dehs-noh / rahv-nohAt
what time...?U koliko sati...?oo koh-lee-koh sah-tee...does this open / close...otvara / zatvaraoht-



vah-rah / zaht-vah-rah(Just) a moment.(Samo) trenutak.(sah-moh) treh-noo-tahknow / soon /
latersada / uskoro / kasnijesah-dah / oos-koh-roh / kahs-nee-yehtoday / tomorrowdanas /
sutradah-nahs / soo-trahIn a Croatian RestaurantEnglishCroatianPronunciationI’d like to
reserve...Rezervirao bih...reh-zehr-veer-ow beeWe’d like to reserve...Rezervirali bismo...reh-
zehr-vee-rah-lee bees-moh...a table for one / two....stol za jednog / dva.stohl zah yehd-nog /
dvahIs this table free?Da li je ovaj stol slobodan?dah lee yeh oh-vī stohl sloh-boh-dahnCan I
help you?Izvolite?eez-voh-lee-tehThe menu (in English), please.Jelovnik (na engleskom),
molim.yeh-lohv-neek (nah ehn-glehs-kohm) moh-leemservice (not) includedposluga (nije)
uključenapoh-sloo-gah (nee-yeh) ook-lyoo-cheh-nahcover chargecouvertkoo-vehr“to go”za
ponjetizah pohn-yeh-teewith / withoutsa / bezsah / behzand / ori / iliee / ee-leefixed-price meal
(of the day)(dnevni) meni(duh-nehv-nee) meh-neespecialty of the housespecijalitet kućespeht-
see-yah-lee-teht koo-chehhalf portionpola porcijepoh-lah port-see-yehdaily specialjelo danayeh-
loh dah-nahfixed-price meal for touriststuristički menitoo-ree-steech-kee meh-
neeappetizerspredjelaprehd-yeh-lahbreadkruhkroocheesesirseersandwichsendvičsend-
veechsoupjuhayoo-hahsaladsalatasah-lah-tahmeat / poultrymeso / peradmay-soh / peh-
rahdfish / seafoodriba / morska hranaree-bah mor-skah hrah-nahfruitvoćevoh-
chehvegetablespovrćepoh-vur-chehdessertdesertdeh-sayrt(tap) watervoda (od slavine)voh-dah
(ohd slah-vee-neh)mineral watermineralna vodamee-neh-rahl-nah voh-dahmilkmlijekomlee-yeh-
koh(orange) juicesok (od naranče)sohk (ohd nah-rahn-cheh)coffeekavakah-
vahteačajchīwinevinovee-nohred / whitecrno / bijelotsehr-noh / bee-yeh-lohsweet / dry / semi-
dryslatko / suho / polusuhoslaht-koh / soo-hoh / poh-loo-soo-hohglass / bottlečaša / bocachah-
shah / boht-sahbeerpivopee-vohCheers!Živjeli!zhee-vyeh-leeMore. / Another.Još. / Još
jedno.yohsh / yohsh yehd-nohThe same.Isto.ees-tohBill, please.Račun, molim.rah-choon moh-
leemtipnapojnicanah-poy-neet-sahDelicious!Izvrsno!eez-vur-snohZAGREBPLANNING YOUR
TIMEOrientation to ZagrebTOURIST INFORMATIONARRIVAL IN ZAGREBMap:
ZagrebGETTING AROUND ZAGREBHELPFUL HINTSTours in ZagrebZagreb WalkMap:
Zagreb WalkSights in ZagrebMUSEUMS IN THE CENTEROTHER SIGHTS IN THE
CENTERELSEWHERE IN ZAGREBSleeping in ZagrebEating in ZagrebPEOPLE-WATCHING
AND COFFEE-SIPPINGON OR NEAR TKALČIĆEVA STREETIN THE UPPER TOWN
(GRADEC)IN THE LOWER TOWN, NEAR JELAČIĆ SQUAREZagreb ConnectionsNear Zagreb:
SamoborSurprise: The landlocked Croatian capital is, quite possibly, the country’s most
underrated destination. In this land of time-passed coastal villages, Zagreb (ZAH-grehb) offers a
welcome jolt of big-city sophistication. You can’t get a complete picture of modern Croatia
without a visit here—away from the touristy resorts, in the lively and livable city that is home to
one out of every six Croatians (pop. 790,000). Think of it as a palate cleanser before or after your
time on the coast. And, because things here are priced for locals rather than tourists, it’s
relatively affordable.In Zagreb, you’ll find historic neighborhoods, a thriving café culture, an
impressive variety of good restaurants, my favorite urban people-watching in Croatia, an almost
Prague-like Old World streetscape, and relatively few tourists. The city is also the country’s best



destination for museum going, with wonderful collections highlighting distinctively Croatian
artists (the Naive Art movement and sculptor Ivan Meštrović), a quirky exhibit telling tales of
fractured relationships, and a smattering of other fine options (modern art, city history, arts and
crafts, and much more). Get your fill here before heading to smaller cities and towns, where
worthwhile museums are in short supply.Zagreb began as two walled medieval towns, Gradec
and Kaptol, separated by a river. As Croatia fell under the control of various foreign powers—
Budapest, Vienna, and Belgrade—the two hill towns that would become Zagreb gradually took
on more religious and civic importance. Kaptol became a bishopric in 1094, and it’s still home to
Croatia’s most important church. In the 16th century, the Ban (Croatia’s governor) and the Sabor
(parliament) called Gradec home. The two towns officially merged in 1850, and soon after, the
railroad connecting Budapest with the Adriatic port city of Rijeka was built through the city.
Zagreb prospered. After centuries of being the de facto religious, cultural, and political center of
Croatia, Zagreb officially became a European capital when the country declared its
independence in 1991.Today, while tourism is on the rise, Zagreb may be the only destination in
this book that still feels largely undiscovered. The city richly rewards those who choose to
visit.PLANNING YOUR TIMEIf you can only spare a few hours as you pass through Zagreb,
throw your bag in a locker at the train station and zip into the center for a quick visit. Better yet,
spend the night. If you enjoy urban bustle and good museums, you won’t regret investing some
time here. One full day (with two nights) is plenty for a complete visit—but even with one
overnight (and a half-day of sightseeing), you can get a good feel for the city.If you’re very tight
on time, make a beeline for Jelačić Square to follow my self-guided walk. Take the funicular up to
Gradec, visit the excellent Croatian Museum of Naive Art and the Museum of Broken
Relationships, and stroll St. Mark’s Square. Then wander down through the Stone Gate to the
lively Tkalčićeva scene (good for a drink or meal), through the market (winds down around
14:00), and on to Kaptol and the cathedral. Depending on how much you linger, this loop can
take anywhere from three hours to a full day.With additional time, visit more of Zagreb’s
museums (the Meštrović Atelier and City Museum, both in the compact Gradec zone, are
worthwhile), wander the series of parks called the “Green Horseshoe” (with even more
museums), pay a visit to the beautiful Mirogoj Cemetery (one of Europe’s finest final resting
places), or head to the enjoyable nearby town of Samobor.Orientation to ZagrebZagreb, just 30
minutes from the Slovenian border, stretches from the foothills of Medvednica (“Bear Mountain”)
to the Sava River. In the middle of the sprawl, you’ll find the modern Lower Town (Donji Grad)—
centered on Jelačić Square (YEH-lah-cheech)—and the two parts of the historic Upper Town
(Gornji Grad): Gradec (GRAH-dehts) and Kaptol (KAHP-tohl). To the south is a U-shaped belt of
parks, squares, and museums that make up the “Green Horseshoe.” The east side of the U is a
series of three parks, with the train station at the bottom (south) and Jelačić Square at the top
(north).Zagrebians have devised a brilliant scheme for confusing tourists: Street names can be
given several different ways. For example, the street that is signed as ulica Kralja Držislava (King
Držislav Street) is often called simply Držislavova (Držislav’s) by locals. So if you’re looking for a



street, don’t search for an exact match—be willing to settle for something that has a lot of the
same letters.TOURIST INFORMATIONZagreb has Croatia’s best-organized TI, right on Jelačić
Square (Mon-Fri 8:30-21:00, Sat-Sun 9:00-18:00; Oct-May Mon-Fri 8:30-20:00, Sat 9:00-18:00,
Sun 10:00-16:00; Trg bana Jelačića 11, tel. 01/481-4051, ). Additional TI branches are at the
train station and bus station (both open Mon-Fri 9:00-21:00, Sat-Sun 10:00-17:00); at the airport
(daily 7:00-22:00); and in the Burglars’ Tower at the top of the funicular in Gradec (daily
9:00-21:00 in summer, shorter hours off-season). Pick up the monthly events guide, the Zagreb
Times newspaper, and the great Step by Step brochure (with a couple of good self-guided
walking tours).The Zagreb Card includes public transit and an odd assortment of museums
(including the Zagreb 360° viewpoint, the Museum of Broken Relationships, and the City
Museum), plus discounts on others. If you’ll be sightseeing a lot, this could save you a bit (98
kn/24 hours, 135 kn/72 hours, sold inside main TI).ARRIVAL IN ZAGREBBy Train: Zagreb’s main
train station (Glavni Kolodvor) is a few long blocks south of Jelačić Square, at the base of the
Green Horseshoe. The straightforward arrivals hall has a train information desk, ticket windows,
luggage lockers (lining the hallway to the left as you exit the platform), ATMs, pay WCs, a
Konzum grocery store, and newsstands. To reach the city center, go straight out the front door.
You’ll run into a taxi stand and then the tracks for tram #6 (direction: Črnomerec zips you to
Jelačić Square; direction: Sopot takes you to the bus station—the third stop, just after you turn
right and go under the big overpass). You can also take tram #13 to Jelačić Square (direction:
Žitnjak). For either tram, buy a 4-kn red ticket from any kiosk by the tram stop, and validate it
when you board—use the yellow box nearest the driver. If you walk straight ahead through the
long, lush park, you’ll wind up at the bottom of Jelačić Square in 10 minutes.By Bus: The user-
friendly but inconveniently located bus station (Autobusni Kolodvor) is a few long blocks east of
the main train station. Upstairs, you’ll find ticket windows and access to the buses. Tram #6
(direction: Črnomerec) takes you to the main train station, then on to Jelačić Square. Walking
from the bus station to Jelačić Square takes about 25 minutes.By Plane: Zagreb’s Franjo
Tuđman Airport—which was completely redesigned in a bold, futuristic style in 2017—is 10
miles south of the center (code: ZAG, tel. 01/626-5222, ). A Croatia Airlines shuttle bus connects
the airport to the bus station (30 kn, 2/hour, 30 minutes); from there, you can hop on a tram into
town (see “By Bus,” earlier). The public bus (#290) is cheaper (covered by 10-kn blue transit
ticket), but it’s less frequent and slower (drops you at Kvaternikov Trg, hop on tram #11 or #12 to
the center). It can be worth the convenience to pay for a 30-minute taxi ride right to your hotel
(the fair metered rate is around 200 kn, but crooked cabbies try to charge more—ask for an
estimate before you get in). It’s cheaper to take a taxi from the city to the airport—figure 100-150
kn.By Car: Parking can be tricky in the town center. Get tips from your hotel, or if you’re dropping
in for the day, aim for one of two user-friendly, underground garages near the main sightseeing
zone: The Langov Trg garage is slightly more convenient, just behind the cathedral, but can fill
up at very busy times; the Tuškanac garage is on the opposite (west) end of the old town center,
situated in the valley at the base of the Upper Town. The two have similar rates (around 7 kn/



hour, cheaper after hours, 55 kn/24 hours). On-street parking in the center is generally limited to
two hours, so a garage is more practical.GETTING AROUND ZAGREBThe main mode of public
transportation is the tram, operated by ZET (Zagreb Electrical Transport). Most rides in town are
covered by a 30-minute red ticket for 4 kn; a longer ride—such as the public bus connection to/
from the airport—is covered by a 1.5-hour blue ticket (10 kn). You can buy tickets from a kiosk
near the tram stop (ask for ZET karta—zeht KAR-tah) or from the driver. When you board, punch
your ticket in the yellow box nearest the front of the tram. A day ticket (dnevna karta) costs 30 kn.
The most useful tram for tourists is #6, connecting Jelačić Square with the train and bus
stations.Taxis start at 10-15 kn, then run 5-7 kn per kilometer (exact rate depends on company, 3
kn extra for each piece of baggage). To avoid getting overcharged, call one of the main
companies: Radio Taxi (tel. 1717), Cammeo (tel. 1212), or Ekotaxi (tel. 1414). If you hail a cab on
the street, beware of corrupt cabbies; ask for an estimate up front. A typical ride within the city
center shouldn’t run more than about 30 kn.Uber is active in Zagreb and typically charges lower
rates than taxis. If you’re comfortable using Uber back home, it works the same way here—take
advantage of it.HELPFUL HINTSSight Hours: Most of Zagreb’s museums are closed on Sunday
afternoon and all day Monday; most also close early Saturday afternoon. (Fortunately, one of the
town’s most important and worthwhile museums—Broken Relationships—is open daily.) Some
museums stay open late one night a week in summer (usually Thu). On Sunday morning, the city
is very active—but by afternoon, it’s extremely quiet. Sunday is also the day for a bustling
antique/flea market at Britanski Trg (British Square), a 15-minute walk west of Jelačić Square
(Sun 8:00-14:00, along busy Ilica street—hop on tram #1, #6, or #11 from Jelačić Square to
Britanski Trg).Festivals: Zagreb’s Christmas Market is becoming known internationally and
attracts visitors from the end of November through mid-January. The rest of the year features a
regular parade of festivals, including ones for street performers (late May/early June), animated
films (June), classical music (June/July), puppet theater (Sept), and food and film (Sept). Check
the TI’s website () for what’s going on when you’re in town.Changing of the Guard: Zagreb’s
touristy “Changing of the Guard” ceremony enlivens the city center on summer weekends. The
17th-century-costumed guards wear jaunty red scarves (an homage to the tale of how Croat
soldiers “invented” the necktie) as they proceed through the center of town—passing landmarks
such as St. Mark’s Square, Tkalčićeva street, Jelačić Square, and the statue of Mary in front of
the cathedral. On Saturdays it begins in front of the cathedral, while on Sundays it begins at St.
Mark’s Square up in Gradec (mid-April-Oct only, begins at 12:00, ask for complete schedule at
TI). The Croatian government has also revived its own, more staid Changing of the Guard (June-
Sept Saturdays at 12:00, St. Mark’s Square).Tours in ZagrebLocal GuidesWhile I’ve covered the
basics in my self-guided walk, Zagreb gets even more interesting with a good tour guide. I
recommend two sharp and talented guides who know their city well and enjoy sharing its charms
with visitors. Darija Gotić (who also guides my tours in this part of Europe) offers a number of
creative itineraries (550 kn for up to 2.5 hours, mobile 098-186-7719, darija@assistere.biz).
Neven Kamenski, a marathon runner who’s spent a lot of time in the US, is another good guide



(520 kn/2 hours, mobile 091-343-4023, neven@kamenski.us).Night WalksAfter-hours walking
tours are popular post-dinner infotainment. The Mysterious Zagreb: Ghosts and Dragons Tour
focuses on spooky stories (75 kn, 2/week at 21:00, 2 hours, mobile 097-673-8738, ), while the
Secrets of Grič Tour (“Grič” is the nickname for Gradec) brings that historic quarter to life with a
costumed guide imparting local legends (150 kn, June-mid-Sept Sat only at 21:00, one hour,
mobile 091-461-5677, ). Both of these require reservations.Bike ToursBlue Bike runs a variety of
bike-tour routes through the city, starting on Jelačić Square (330 kn, 2/day, reservations
required, mobile 098-188-3344, ). They also rent bikes (75 kn/day; office is in the courtyard at
Jelačić Square 15).Zagreb WalkThe following self-guided orientation walk, rated ▲▲, begins
and ends at Jelačić Square, linking almost everything that’s worth seeing in this city, including
the two hilltop towns that merged in 1850 to become Zagreb: Gradec and Kaptol. If you don’t
enter any of the sights, the entire route takes about 1.5 hours. But if you take your time, you can
use it as a framework for a full day of sightseeing. The city’s colorful food market—which is near
the end of this walk—becomes quiet after about 14:00, so you may want to tour that first (just a
block away from our starting point; see here for tips).▲▲Jelačić Square (Trg bana Jelačića)The
“Times Square” of Zagreb bustles with life. Watching the crowds pile in and out of trams and
seeing the city buzz with activity, you’ll feel the energy of an on-the-rise capital of a vibrant
nation. This is also a popular place for any kind of special event in town—from concerts and
sporting events to folk festivals, protests, and rallies. The city’s busy pedestrian scene, sense of
style, and healthy mix of tourists and locals make it arguably Croatia’s best people-watching
destination.It’s hard to believe that this Donji Grad (lower town)—now so frenetic—once held the
townspeople’s farm fields. Our walk takes you from here up to two towns—Gradec and Kaptol—
that merged in 1850 to become the city of Zagreb. At that time, it was a small settlement of about
16,000 people. But under the auspices of the Habsburg monarchy, the newly united Zagreb
began to industrialize and grow like mad. These former fields sprouted aristocratic villas as well
as low-rent housing for factory workers.Today, the square features a prominent equestrian statue
of national hero Josip Jelačić (YOH-seep YEH-lah-cheech, 1801-1859), a 19th-century
governor who extended citizens’ rights and did much to unite the Croats within the Habsburg
realm. In Jelačić’s time, the Hungarians were exerting extensive control over Croatia, even trying
to make Hungarian the official language. Meanwhile, Budapesters revolted against Habsburg
rule in 1848. Jelačić, ever mindful of the need to protect Croatian cultural autonomy, knew that
he’d have a better shot at getting his way from Austria than from Hungary. Jelačić chose the
lesser of two evils and fought alongside the Habsburgs to put down the Hungarian uprising. A
century later, in the Yugoslav era, Jelačić was considered a dangerously nationalistic symbol,
and this statue was dismantled and stored away. But when Croatia broke away in 1991, Croatian
patriotism was in the air, and Jelačić returned. Though Jelačić originally faced his Hungarian
foes to the north, today he’s staring down the Serbs to the south.Get oriented. As you face
Jelačić’s statue, down a long block to your left is a funicular that takes you up to one of Zagreb’s
original villages, Gradec. Look for the TI to the right. If you exit the square ahead and to the right,



you’ll reach the city’s other original village, Kaptol, and the cathedral (you can’t miss its huge,
pointy, Neo-Gothic spires—visible from virtually everywhere in Zagreb). And if you just need a
break, several fine cafés ring the square. For the best view in town, ascend to the Zagreb 360°
viewing platform at the top of the tallest glass skyscraper on the square (60 kn, daily
10:00-22:00, café, ).Taking the small street behind Jelačić (and a little to the left) would lead you
to the market (best in the morning) and the enticing café-and-restaurant street, Tkalčićeva (lively
any time of day or night; we’ll circle back here later on the walk).To see a unique bit of public art
on this wide-but-short street, pause at the modern building with an arcade of blocky pillars, on
the left. Look closely at the back of the first pillar (closest to Jelačić Square) and find the small
silver plaque with a little ball labeled Venus (about eight feet up, facing the building). This is one
piece of the 10-part work called “Zagreb’s Solar System.” Its center lies a short walk away, two
blocks in front of Jelačić (on Bogovićeva street): a large spherical sculpture called The
Grounded Sun. Scattered around the city are each of the nine planets, completely to scale—
from the size of a marble to the size of a basketball—and each one at the appropriate distance
from the “sun.” The artist did the project in secret, so Zagrebians had to seek out each of the
nine planets on their own, in a kind of citywide scavenger hunt.But for now, head up to the hill
called Gradec.Walk from Jelačić Square to GradecGo a long block down busy Ilica street (to the
left as you face Jelačić). Watch on your right for #8 (labeled Tunnel Grič—Entrance 4). This
marks one of several entrance points to the Tunnel Grič, which burrows beneath Gradec.
Townspeople used the tunnel as a shelter during World War II and again during the Yugoslav
Wars of the 1990s. Now it’s been renovated and, from time to time, serves as a venue for art
installations and light shows. Ask around town whether there’s anything going on in the tunnel
during your visit...otherwise, there’s nothing to see (though locals sometimes use it as a cool
shortcut to escape the hot summer sun).Across the street, and slightly to the left, look for the
grand entryway marked Privedna Banka Zagreb (at #5). Cross over and pop inside the Octagon
shopping gallery. This was the ultimate in iron-and-glass shopping elegance a century ago and
still features a few of the city’s top shops (including Croata, the tie store that loves to explain how
Croatians invented the necktie; for the whole story, see here).Walk all the way through the
gallery, exiting into the inviting café-lined square called Trg Petra Preradovića. It hosts a flower
market all day and inviting al fresco cafés throughout the day and into the night. Survey your
options for a coffee break, then turn right and head back out to Ilica street, where you’ll turn left
and continue the way you were headed.After another block, cross the tram tracks and turn right
up Tomića, where you’ll see a small funicular (ZET Uspinjača) crawling up the hill. Dating from
the late 19th century, this funicular is looked upon fondly by Zagrebians—both as a bit of
nostalgia and as a way to avoid some steps. You can walk up if you want, but the ride is more fun
and takes only 55 seconds. Locals claim this is the “shortest funicular in the world” (5 kn,
validate ticket in yellow box before you board, leaves every 10 minutes or with demand, daily
6:30-22:00).Before boarding the funicular, take a short detour to an interesting little pocket of
funky counterculture. Facing the bottom of the funicular, look left for the little passage at



Tomićeva ulica 5, marked for the Basement bar. Go through this passage, passing the bar and
the youth hostel beyond. You’ll emerge into the fascinating Art Park. Once a notorious hangout
for addicts, this has been transformed into a venue for local street artists, whose graffiti and
other creations scamper up the steep slopes toward the Upper Town. There’s even a playground
and a little café—perfect for just hanging out in an overlooked corner of the city center.When
you’re done here, head back out to the funicular and ride it up.GradecFrom the top of the
funicular, you’ll enjoy a fine panorama over Zagreb. The tall tower on the left as you exit is one of
Gradec’s original watchtowers, the Burglars’ Tower (Kula Lotršćak). After the Tatars ransacked
Central Europe in the early 13th century, King Béla IV decreed that towns be fortified—so
Gradec built a wall and guard towers (just like Kraków and Budapest did). Look for the little
cannon in the top-floor window. Every day at noon, this cannon fires a shot to commemorate a
15th-century victory over the besieging Ottomans.The Strossmayer Promenade runs along the
top of the hill, overlooking the city. The fenced section next to the funicular station is dubbed
Strossmartre (a pun on “Montmartre”), which, in good summer weather, hosts a fun little outdoor
café and often features works by local artists and live music. This fine promenade is just the
start; along the outside of Gradec is a forested greenbelt that—while just a few minutes’ walk
away—feels miles from the city. It’s a favorite place for locals to go for an urban hike, walk their
dogs, or get away from the asphalt heat of summer.Head up the street to the right of the tower,
entering Gradec (often called “Grič” for short). Although this is one of the oldest parts of Zagreb,
it lacks the cutesy cobbled charm you might expect. That’s because little remains of medieval
Gradec. When the Ottomans overran Europe, they never managed to take Zagreb, but the threat
was enough to scare the nobility into the countryside. When the Ottomans left, the nobles came
back, and they replaced the medieval buildings here with Baroque mansions.At the first square,
to the right, you’ll see the Jesuit Church of St. Catherine. It’s not much to look at from the outside,
but the interior is intricately decorated—bubbly pink-and-white Baroque, dripping with stucco
(only open to visitors during Mass). The same applies to several mansions on Gradec. This
austere-outside, ornate-inside style is known as “Zagreb Baroque.”As you continue up the
street, notice the old-timey street signs, holdovers from the Austro-Hungarian era: in both
Croatian (Gospodzka ulicza) and German (Herren Gasse).From here, you’re a few steps from
Zagreb’s most interesting museums: On the right is the Museum of Broken Relationships, and if
you turn right at the end of this block, head straight to reach the Croatian Museum of Naive Art in
the Klovićevi Dvori Gallery (both listed later, under “Sights in Zagreb”).In the next block, on the
left, is the yellow “city parliament” building (basically the Town Hall, and a popular place for
weddings on summer Saturdays). To the left of the door, look for the plaque honoring Nikola
Tesla (1856-1943), the prominent scientist who championed alternating current (AC) as a better
electrical system than Thomas Edison’s direct current (DC). Although Tesla was an ethnic Serb
(his father was an Orthodox priest), he was born in a remote village in central Croatia, so both
Serbs and Croats claim him. (Today, Tesla is a rare figure who is revered both in Zagreb and in
Belgrade.) This plaque proudly trumpets that on May 24, 1892, Tesla came to this building and



suggested that Zagreb become the first city in the world to build an AC power station. But the
plaque fails to mention that the city parliament rejected this suggestion...so Tesla went to the
US, where he successfully pitched the same idea to Buffalo, New York.While Zagreb eventually
did adopt AC, this part of town still clings to a much, much older form of lighting. Flanking the
doors of the city parliament are two of the 217 old-fashioned gaslights that illuminate Gradec.
These are lit and extinguished each day by two city employees. Notice that each lamp is
numbered.At the end of the block, you’ll come to St. Mark’s Square (Markov trg), centered on the
Church of St. Mark. The original church here was from the 13th century, but only a few fragments
remain. The present church’s colorful tile roof, from 1880, depicts two coats of arms. On the left,
the red-and-white checkerboard symbolizes north-central Croatia, the three lions’ heads stand
for the Dalmatian Coast, and the marten (kuna, like the money) running between the two rivers
(Sava and Drava) represents Slavonia—Croatia’s northern, inland panhandle. On the right is the
seal of Zagreb, featuring a walled city.In the years since these tiles were laid, the city seal has
changed in two ways (as you can see by comparing it to the city flag that flies from the city
parliament building). First, while the castle doors are closed on the roof, today’s seal shows wide-
open doors—to demonstrate that Zagreb is strong, but still welcoming to visitors. Second, the
city color has been changed from red to blue. If you pay attention around town, you’ll notice the
liberal use of Zagreb’s distinctive hue of blue—for example, on city buses and trams. And
devoted fans of the immensely popular local soccer team, Dinamo Zagreb, are called the “Bad
Blue Boys.”While it would be nice to see the inside of St. Mark’s Church, the priest doesn’t
appreciate tourists, so it’s closed except during services. (If you manage to slip in, you’ll see
frescoes with Bible scenes, and sculptures by the talented 20th-century sculptor Ivan Meštrović:
the crucifix over the main altar, a pietà on the left, and on the right, Madonna and Child sitting
cross-legged, in a typical Meštrović pose. If you can’t get in, you can still enjoy some Meštrović
works at his nearby museum, described later.)As you face the church, the long building on the
right is the Sabor, or parliament. Since at least the 13th century, Croatian noblemen have met to
make important decisions regarding their territories. This gradually evolved into today’s modern
parliament. While this square used to be a congested parking lot, Zagreb’s mayor declared it a
traffic-free zone; now members of parliament either have to be bused in from off-site parking lots
(watch for the cute little blue bus that comes and goes periodically) or have their drivers sit tight
nearby (look for unmarked black cars patiently waiting on the street in front of the city
parliament).Across the square from the Sabor (to your left as you face the church) is Ban’s
Palace (Banski Dvori), today the offices for the prime minister. This was one of the few buildings
in central Zagreb damaged in the war following Croatia’s independence. In October 1991,
Yugoslav People’s Army pilots targeted this building in an air strike. (Notice the different-colored
tiles where the roof had to be patched.) They landed a direct hit on the room where Croatian
president Franjo Tuđman and his right-hand man, Stipe Mesić (who would later succeed him as
president), were scheduled to be meeting. But coincidentally, the meeting had been moved to
another location at the last minute—so Croatia’s first two presidents survived. (It’s eerie to think



what might have become of this fledgling nation if its leadership had been wiped out at this early
stage.)Before moving on, consider visiting two more excellent museums, which sit just a short
walk away (both described in detail later, under “Sights in Zagreb”). The talented 20th-century
sculptor Ivan Meštrović’s former home and studio is now a museum of his works. It’s about a
block away: Go down the street behind the church on the left-hand side, and you’ll see the
museum on the right. And the extensive, well-presented Zagreb City Museum explains the story
of this town from prehistoric times to the modern day. To reach it, walk along the front of the
Sabor and continue straight ahead two blocks, watching for the museum on your right.Walk from
Gradec to KaptolFor an interesting stroll from St. Mark’s Square to the cathedral, head down the
street (Kamenita ulica) to the right of the parliament building. Near the end of the street, on the
right, you’ll see the oldest pharmacy in town—recently restored and gleaming (c. 1355, marked
gradska ljekarna). Across the street is Lav Caffe Galerija, a fun, relaxing coffeehouse and art
gallery; this is just one of many inviting coffee-break opportunities you’ll see between here and
the end of this walk.Just beyond, you’ll reach Gradec’s only surviving town gate, the Stone Gate
(Kamenita Vrata). Inside is an evocative chapel. The focal point is a painting of Mary that
miraculously survived a major fire in the house up above in 1731. When this medieval gate was
reconstructed in the Baroque style, it was turned into a makeshift chapel. The candles
(purchased in the little shop) represent Zagrebians’ prayers. Notice the soot-blackened ceiling
over the forest fire of blazing candles in the big metal bin. The stone plaques on the wall say
“thank you” (hvala ti) for prayers that were answered. You may notice people making the sign of
the cross as they walk through here, and often a crowd of worshippers gathers, gazing intently at
the painting. Mary was made the official patron saint of Zagreb in 1990.As you leave the Stone
Gate and come to Radićeva, turn right and begin walking downhill. Looking down to the bottom
of Radićeva, you’ll see where this street is becoming a popular shopping zone, with local
boutiques popping up all the time—a fun area to browse later.But for now, head just a few steps
down Radićeva, then watch for the orange building at #30 on your left. Go through the big,
arched entryway and bear right down the wooden steps. At the bottom of these stairs, you’ll
come to a little row of old-time houses. In times past, this was one of the most popular areas in
town...as home of the red light district. While prostitution is illegal now, it was once allowed and
carefully regulated, with routine medical examinations for the working girls. Legally, only a
woman (over age 30) could own and operate a brothel. Locals note, with some irony, that the
balconies on the opposite side of these houses of ill repute—which we’ll see in a moment—face
the stern spires of the cathedral.Turn left, walking along the row of old houses (and noticing the
remains of the old Gradec town wall on your left), then turn right down the stairs. You’ve just
dropped down into the middle of Zagreb’s most appealing street, Tkalčićeva (tuh-KAHL-chee-
chay-vah). Do a slow spin to savor this in-love-with-life drag. This traffic-free street combines
some of the most atmospheric old homes of Zagreb with some of its most enticing eateries and
people-watching. (For starters, you’re literally surrounded by tables for the recommended
Pivnica Mali Medo brewpub.)If you need a break from sightseeing, Tkalčićeva is just the ticket:



Nurse a coffee, beer, or meal anywhere along this street (I’ve listed several recommendations
under “Eating in Zagreb,” later).If you stood here 200 years ago, you’d be washed away by a
rushing river that separated Gradec (behind you) and Kaptol (in front of you). In the Middle Ages,
the two towns were at odds and sometimes fought. (“Downriver” from here is a cross street that’s
still called Krvavi Most—“Blood Bridge.”) But in 1850, after the towns had long since set aside
their differences, they merged to become Zagreb. The polluted, stinky river had become a
nuisance, so they diverted its flow and covered over the valley to create Tkalčićeva.Turn right
and enjoy a stroll down Tkalčićeva (toward the onion-domed tower of Holy Mary Church). You’ll
pass (on the right) the balconies of the brothels we saw earlier, then a fine park on the right with
a genteel lady prepared for rain. (The parasol is part of the official folk costume for Zagreb.) Just
beyond the park, next to the door for the recommended Cremme dessert café, is the Mars
plaque for the solar system sculpture. Directly across the street, walk up the hill toward the
cathedral towers (on Skalinska, passing outdoor restaurant tables and the entrance to the
recommended eatery La Štruk).KaptolAs you walk uphill, you’re entering Kaptol, the second of
medieval Zagreb’s twin towns.At the top of the street, turn right and go down the stairs to find
Zagreb’s lively-in-the-morning market (dolac). If you’re here at prime time, browse the market’s
double-decker delights (noticing that the meat and cheese halls are below your feet—use the
stairs or elevator in the blocky white building to get there). For pointers on what to see at the
market, see here.When you’re done at the market, go through the gap between the buildings
toward the cathedral spires. Crossing the square, you can enter Croatia’s most important house
of worship (described later, under “Sights in Zagreb”). From here, you can head downhill one
block to Jelačić Square—where our walk began.Sights in ZagrebMUSEUMS IN THE
CENTERZagreb has more than its share of museums, and many of them are excellent—making
up for the lack of great Croatian museums outside the capital. It would take you days to see all
the city’s museums; I’ve selected the most worthwhile (still enough to fill a couple of days—
choose the ones that interest you the most).▲▲▲Croatian Museum of Naive Art at the Klovićevi
Dvori GalleryThis remarkable collection (the Hrvatski Muzej Naivne Umjetnosti), founded in
1952 as the “Peasant Art Gallery,” is one of the most enjoyable exhibitions in Croatia. It features
expressionistic paintings by untrained peasant artists, mostly Croatians, from the 1930s to the
1980s. A new museum building is in the works to showcase these paintings (at the far end of
Gradac hill, at Demetrova 18; opens in 2024 at the earliest). In the meantime, many of the
paintings are on display at Klovićevi Dvori Gallery, offering an easily digestible sampling of the
top names from the Naive Art movement. Viewing these works, it’s important to remember that
this isn’t considered “folk art” or “amateur art” but top-quality works by great artists who were, by
fluke or fate, never formally trained.Cost and Hours: 40 kn, Tue-Sun 11:00-19:00, closed Mon,
Jezuitski trg 4, tel. 01/485-1926, , for new museum updates check .Visiting the Museum: Here’s
an overview of some of the big names of the Naive Art movement. As the collection in this
gallery is temporary, not every painter or painting will be on display.Ivan Generalić (1914-1992):
Generalić is the founder and star of Croatian Naive Art. (Look for his self-portrait, with a blue



background.) Generalić was discovered in the 1930s by a Paris-trained Croatian artist. Early
paintings show his evolution as an artist (and the evolution of Croatian Naive Art in general):
While his early works come with a social or political agenda (such as Requisition, where two
policemen repo a cow from an impoverished couple), he eventually mellows his focus to show
simple, typical village scenes that gradually become more and more fantastical (Harvesters),
and eventually strips away people entirely to focus on the land (1956’s Deer in the Forest and
1959’s Flood). In 1953, Generalić—still relatively unknown outside his homeland—did a show in
Paris, sold everything, and came home rich. This put Croatian Naive Art on the international map
and kick-started a new vigor in the movement.Woodcutters, from 1959, shows the next phase,
as Generalić’s works became even more rich with fantasy—the peacock, the men clinging to
treetops, and the trademark “coral trees.” Instead of showing, Generalić is evoking; Naive Art
strove to capture the spirit and emotion of peasant life. Paintings such as this one inspired
Generalić’s followers (called the “Hlebine School,” for the village where Generalić lived). In Solar
Eclipse (1961), villagers cower and roosters crow as the sun is mysteriously gobbled up by a
black disc. People respond in different ways: some by staging impromptu religious
processionals, others by clutching their belongings close and fleeing.Next, look for works by the
following two Naive Art painters, who were inspired (if not trained) by Generalić.Ivan Večenaj
(1920-2013): Večenaj focused on religious scenes (you may see his gruesome Evangelists on
Calvary crucifix). His masterpiece is Moses and the Red Sea (1973), an expressionistic retelling
of the familiar biblical story. Moses, glowing against an inky black sky and with feet muddy from
having just crossed the seabed, watches the sea—literally red with Egyptian blood—washing
away his pursuers. The footprints emerging from the sea (at the bottom) suggest that the
Israelites’ exodus has been a successful one. On the left, see the pyramids (Egypt), and on the
right, a cozy village (the Promised Land). Flying around Moses are 10 birds (representing the
Commandments); he’s equipped with some of his typical symbols, including the horn around his
neck, a ram, and a snake (which, as the story goes, he conjured from a staff to convince the
pharaoh to allow the Israelites to leave Egypt).Mijo Kovačić (1935-): Kovačić specialized in
peasant landscapes; you may see one of his most representative works, Winter Landscape with
Woman. Notice how Kovačić took a style of painting pioneered by Generalić and brought it to the
next level. Winter scenes were most common, because the peasant artists were busy working
the fields the rest of the year. (Early on, such artists were sometimes called “Sunday painters,”
because they had to work their “real” jobs from Monday to Saturday.) Kovačić also enjoyed
winter scenes for the black-and-white contrast they allowed. Like Dalí, Magritte, and other
Surrealists, Kovačić juxtaposed super-realism (look at each individual hair on the swine in his
painting Swineherd, pictured below) with fantastical, almost otherworldly settings.Origins of
Naive ArtStarting in the late 19th century, the art world began to broaden its definition of great
art, seeking out important work originating outside the esteemed academies and salons of the
day. The goal: to demonstrate that art was not simply a trained skill but an inborn talent.
Intellectuals began to embrace an “anti-intellectual” approach to art. Interest grew in the



indigenous art of Africa, Mesoamerica, and Polynesia (Picasso went through an African mask
phase, and Gauguin went to live in Tahiti); composer Béla Bartók collected traditional folk
melodies from the Hungarian countryside; the Art Brut movement preserved artwork by people
deemed “insane” by mainstream society; the autodidactic (self-taught) painter Grandma Moses
became well-known in the US and Europe; and art by children gained acclaim.Here in Croatia in
the 1930s, the focus was on art by untrained peasants. At that time, as in much of rural Europe,
85 percent of Croatians lived virtually medieval lifestyles—with no electricity or other modern
conveniences—and the majority were illiterate and uneducated. These artists captured this
humble reality, creating figurative works in an increasingly abstract age. By the 1950s and
1960s, Croatian Naive Art had emerged at the forefront of a Europe-wide phenomenon.More
Naive Artists: As the movement grew, more and more artists adopted the Naive style and made
it their own. Notice that they frequently painted on glass. It was cheaper and more readily
available in rural areas than art canvases, and—because it required no special technique—was
an easier medium for the untrained artists to work on.Here are some artists to look for in the
collection:Dragan Gaži (1930-1983), a friend and neighbor of Generalić’s, painted landscapes
and portraits. His The Wind in Winter (1973) is an intoxicating landscape.Martin Mehkek
(1936-2014) painted evocative portraits of Roma (Gypsy) people. For the one depicting his
cross-eyed neighbor Steve, Mehkek mostly painted with his fingers, using brushes only for fine
details (such as the Hitler-style moustache).Josip Generalić (1936-2004), the movement
founder’s less-talented son, painted Guiana ’78—showing the gruesome aftermath of the Jim
Jones mass suicide, with a pair of monkeys surveying the smiling corpses. (While vivid, this
painting doesn’t reflect the Croatian peasant experience, and the curator admits it’s not the best
representative of Naive Art.)Ivan Lacković Croata (1932-2004) painted works that focus on
different seasons. In his paintings, watch for more of those distinctively spiny, bonsai-like trees
that pervade Naive works.Ivan Rabuzin (1921-2008), arguably the movement’s second most
important artist (after Ivan Generalić), painted lyrical landscapes. Like a visual haiku, Rabuzin’s
dreamlike world of hills, trees, and clouds is reminiscent of Marc Chagall.Emerik Feješ
(1904-1969) specialized in colorful scenes of famous monuments from around Europe—Paris,
Venice, Vienna, and Milan. Feješ never traveled to any of these places—his paintings are based
on romantic black-and-white postcards of the era, which Feješ “colorized” in his unique
style.Matija Skurjeni (1898-1990) painted the almost crayon-like Animal World (1961). While it
looks like the roll call for Noah’s ark, it’s loaded with symbolism. The dinosaur is Skurjeni’s self-
portrait, the other large animals are his friends and artistic colleagues, the butterflies fluttering
around represent spirituality (a new spin on the white dove of the Holy Spirit)...and the devil in
the base of the tree, with wings and a crown, is one of Skurjeni’s harshest critics—who also
happened to be the curator of this museum at the time.Drago Jurak (1911-1994) painted Luxury
Boat (1974), which looks like a Bollywood Titanic.Rounding out the collection are works by
Naive artists from other countries (Russia, Japan, France, and Poland). You may also see pencil
sketches used by Naive artists to create their works (including one for Generalić’s Solar Eclipse).



After the sketch was complete, the artist would put it against a pane of glass to paint the scene—
small details first, gradually filling in more and more of the background. After being composed
essentially “backward,” the glass painting would be flipped over to be viewed. All of the works on
glass you’ve seen in this collection were actually painted backward.▲▲Museum of Broken
RelationshipsOpened in 2010 by a couple who had recently broken up, this extremely clever
museum lives up to all the attention it’s received in the international press. The museum’s
mission is simple: collect true stories of failed couples from around the world, tell their story in
their own words, and display the tale alongside an actual item that embodies the relationship.
The items and stories provide insights into a shared human experience—we can all relate to the
anger, sadness, and relief expressed in these poignant, at times hilarious, displays. In addition to
the predictable “he cheated on me so I broke his favorite fill-in-the-blank” items, the ever-
changing collection delves into other types of fractured connections: an unrequited childhood
crush, the slow fade of lovers who gradually grew apart, disappointment in a politician who failed
to live up to lofty expectations, the premature end of a love cut short by death, and so on. You’ll
see discarded wedding albums, sex toys with stories about unreasonable requests for kinky
acts, films that attempt to capture the essence of a relationship, children’s playthings
representing the innocence of young love (and, perhaps, the universality of stuffed animals), and
plenty of items broken with vengeful wrath. The museum is small—just a few rooms—but
rewards those who take the time to read each story. The collection has been such a hit, they’ve
taken it on the road, garnering fans in cities worldwide. If you enjoy the collection, the 184-kn
“museum book”—with the stories and photos—is a good souvenir.Cost and Hours: 40 kn, daily
9:00-22:30, Oct-May until 21:00, café, Sv. Ćirila i Metoda 2, tel. 01/485-1021, .▲Ivan Meštrović
AtelierIvan Meštrović—Croatia’s most famous artist—lived here from 1922 until 1942 (before he
fled to the US after World War II). The house, carefully decorated by Meštrović himself, has been
converted into a delightful gallery of the artist’s works, displayed in two parts: residence and
studio. Split’s Meštrović Gallery (described on here) is the definitive museum of this 20th-century
Croatian sculptor, but if you’re not going there, Zagreb’s gallery is a convenient place to gain an
appreciation for this prolific, thoughtful artist. For more on Meštrović, see here.Cost and Hours:
30 kn, Tue-Fri 10:00-18:00, Sat-Sun until 14:00, closed Mon, behind St. Mark’s Square at
Mletačka 8, tel. 01/485-1123, .Visiting the Museum: When you buy your ticket, be sure to pick up
the large floor plan—it’s the only way to identify the pieces on display here (they’re marked only
by number; I’ve noted the numbers for important works in this description). Then enter the high-
ceilinged dining room of Meštrović’s home. He designed the crucifix on the wall (#83, Christ
being supported by an angel), the wood-carved chandeliers, and the furniture, right down to the
carvings on the backs of the chairs. Overlooking the table is a sculpture of his mother (#59),
wearing the traditional headdress of her Dalmatian village homeland, legs crossed, hands
clasped in intent prayer—a favorite pose of Meštrović’s. At the other end of the table is a self-
portrait bust of Meštrović, head cocked quizzically (#76). In the alcove at the bottom of the stairs,
see the Madonna and Baby, tenderly kissing (#38).Head upstairs to see sketches and plaster



casts Meštrović did in preparation for some of his larger works. The rooms on this floor are filled
with busts and small, characteristically elongated statues, all of them expressive. In the far room,
appreciate his fine ceiling frescoes; in the adjoining room, find Meštrović’s powerful sculpture
depicting his mentor and friend, Auguste Rodin, furiously at work (#26).Continue up to the top
floor, where you’ll find several evocative pieces: Meštrović’s wife breastfeeding their son (#54); a
portrait of Michelangelo, Meštrović’s artistic ancestor, holding a chisel and hammer and
portrayed with his trademark high forehead and smashed nose (#56); and a copy of the powerful
pietà from St. Mark’s Church (#89). The next room holds a cowering Job (#88), the head of an
archangel (#97), a tender portrait of a mother teaching her child to pray (#55), and a small model
of one of Meštrović’s biggest and best-known works, Bishop Gregory of Nin (#61, in Split,
described on here). In the small, final room is a praying woman with a beehive ’do (#33).Back
downstairs, cross through the garden to reach the studio. Outside are several more fine pieces,
including another one of the museum’s top works: The History of the Croats (#90), with a woman
sitting cross-legged (remember this pose?) with a book resting on her lap. The top of the book
has a unique Croatian spiral design, and along the front of it are the letters of Croatia’s Glagolitic
alphabet. Back against the wall, John the Evangelist studiously takes notes, looking up for divine
inspiration (#71). And the small Prince Marko on Šarac (#16)—while clearly a Croatian theme—
evokes two of Meštrović’s most famous works, the giant Native Americans on horseback that
stand in Chicago’s Grant Park. Those towering sculptures were created in this very studio and
later transported (in pieces) to the United States. Originally, those sculptures were
commissioned to be a cowboy and an Indian...but Meštrović said, “How about two Native
Americans...?”Go into Meštrović’s studio. Next to the door to the inner courtyard is a skinny,
Modigliani-esque sculpture of Meštrović’s first wife, Ruža (#70). In the middle of the room are
two sculptures modeled after his second wife, Olga: the unfinished, walnut-carved Mother and
Child (#100), and the exquisite, white-marble Woman Beside the Sea (#58, one of the
collection’s highlights). Nearby is a sculpture of the Evangelist Luke (#72)—the twin of John out
in the garden. Upstairs around the gallery are smaller pieces, including a study for the spiny-
fingered hand of Split’s Bishop Gregory of Nin (#62).On your way back out, take a moment to
linger in the courtyard—with the large Woman in Agony (#67) in the center and less-agonized
women all around.▲Zagreb City Museum (Muzej Grada Zagreba)This collection, with a modern,
well-presented exhibit that sprawls over two floors of an old convent, traces the history of the city
through town models, paintings, furniture, clothing, and lots of fascinating artifacts.Cost and
Hours: 30 kn, Tue-Sat 10:00-19:00, Sun until 14:00, closed Mon, 20-kn audioguide nicely
supplements the posted descriptions, at north end of Gradec at Opatička 20, tel.
01/485-1361, .Visiting the Museum: After buying your ticket, head through the door and turn left,
then work your way up through the ages. Each display has a fine English description. On the
largely skippable ground floor, you’ll loop through the prehistoric and Roman periods and the
medieval growth of the twin towns of Gradec and Kaptol. You’ll see city symbols and flags, a
town model from 1795, statues from the main portal of the cathedral (17th-century Baroque) and



other religious art, and a small collection of cleverly decorated 18th-century
weathervanes.Upstairs, the exhibit lingers on Zagreb’s boom time in the 19th century, when it
was an increasingly spruced-up and genteel outpost of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The
exhibits consider various facets of society during that era. You’ll see more religious art, furniture,
aristocratic portraits, another town model (from the 1860s), a life-size portrait of national hero
Josip Jelačić (and his actual uniform), and colorfully painted shooting targets. One room has a
giant city map on the floor, punctuated with models of key buildings. You’ll also find models of
old storefronts, theater costumes, and exhibits on public utilities and social life.The coverage of
the tumultuous 20th century is perhaps most engaging, though it has an understandably bad
attitude about the Serb-dominated first Yugoslav period. Propaganda posters cheer on the
communist period, while all of this historical heaviness is balanced by a lighthearted exhibit
about Zagreb’s popular cartoon industry. The finale is a room dedicated to the creation of
independent Croatia, including an exhibit on damage sustained during the war and a film with
clips from various landmarks in Croatian independence: a violent riot at a heated 1990 soccer
match between Dinamo Zagreb and Belgrade’s Crvena Zvezda (Red Star) team; the election
and arrival in parliament of the pro-independence Franjo Tuđman; and the return of the statue of
Jelačić to his namesake square.OTHER SIGHTS IN THE CENTER▲▲Market (Dolac)In 1930,
Zagreb tore down much of Kaptol’s rickety, medieval Old Town to build this as-central-as-
possible market. Today, it’s jammed with producers from the surrounding countryside—and all
over Croatia—selling all manner of fruits, vegetables, meats, cheeses, fish, and other foodstuffs.
A stroll through the market offers insight into the colorful local culture and the chance to pick up
a few picnic items. To reach the market easily from Jelačić Square, walk one block up the street
to the left of the Jelačić statue, and climb up the stairs (open Mon-Sat 7:00-14:00, Sun until
13:00).Visiting the Market: The market has two sections—indoor (with meat and cheese) and
outdoor (produce, just above). Begin by exploring the outdoor section, then head inside. At the
top of the stairs coming up from Jelačić Square, notice the statue of the kumica—a villager
wearing a traditional dress (with a head scarf) and balancing a basket of produce on her
head.Filling the square is the produce market, with vendors from all around selling what’s fresh.
What you’ll see changes with the season (for instance, in late summer, you’ll see plums and
grapes; in fall, look for nuts and mushrooms), but a few things are mainstays. The honey (med) is
a reminder that the mountain behind Zagreb is called Medvednica. In Croatian, a bear is
poetically called a medved—literally “honey-seer.” So Medvednica means “place of the honey-
seer.” The big red umbrellas with white, yellow, and green stripes evoke the parasols that are
part of the traditional costume for the region around Zagreb. The stalls behind the boxy white
building (which is the entrance to the lower, indoor market) sell various components of that same
costume (such as embroidered scarves); while tourists can buy them, most customers are
locals. Nearby, the few “souvenir” stands (at the top part of the market, near the cathedral) show
off colorful, traditional wooden toys, still made the way they have been for centuries (men do the
carving, women do the painting); the wooden birds on sticks—which flap their wings when you



roll them along the floor—are a favorite.As you face the top of the market, to the left you’ll see
the fragrant fish market (ribarnica). While Zagreb is far from the sea, the freshest catch is trucked
in daily.To get to the indoor market (tržnica), enter the boxy white building and descend using the
stairs or elevator. You’ll pop out in the meat market. Stroll the stalls, noticing—in addition to the
typical array of sausages, salamis, and pršut (cured ham)—the local affection for horsemeat
(from a young horse—ždrebetina, or an adult—konjetina). Also watch for piles of a local delicacy
called čvarci. Vaguely similar to pork rinds, these were created as a way to use up otherwise
unused bits and pieces of pork; they’d press all of the fat out of them, creating a crispy snack.
While this used to be simple peasant food, these days meat production is streamlined to
process pork leftovers in other ways—and so čvarci are considered a rare and expensive
delicacy (prešani čvarci are even more pressed—and more expensive).From the meat market,
look for the dairy section (marked mlijenči proizvodi, on the left from where you entered). Most
cheese here is cow cheese (kravlji), typically very fresh and soft, and sometimes with flavorings
(such as paprika or chives) mixed in. Goat cheese (kozji) is more rare. In this area, you’ll also see
some local starches. The extremely skinny noodles called rezanci are used in soups; the big, flat
squares that look like tortillas (mlinci) are served with poultry—they soak up drippings to
become soft and delicious.▲▲Cathedral (Katedrala)The most important church in a very
devoutly Catholic country, Zagreb’s cathedral is worth a visit. The full name is the Cathedral of
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary and the Saintly Kings Stephen and Ladislav (whew!)
—but most locals just call it “the cathedral.” Inside, you’ll see monuments to many late, great
Croatians and get a taste of the faith that pervades this country.Cost and Hours: Free, Mon-Sat
10:00-17:00, Sun from 13:00.Visiting the Cathedral: Before entering, stand in the square in front
of the cathedral (near the gilded Madonna on a pillar—sculpted by the same artist who did the
Jelačić statue on the main square) to ponder the history of this site. In 1094, when a diocese
was established at Kaptol, this church quickly became a major center of high-ranking church
officials. In the mid-13th century, the original cathedral was destroyed by invading Tatars, who
used it as a stable. It was rebuilt and surrounded by a stout medieval wall—practically turning it
into a castle to defend against potential Ottoman invasion. You can still see the pointy tops of the
round guard towers on either side of the church; until a century ago, this wall ran along the road
behind you, completely enclosing the building. (The St. Mary pillar stands upon the round
footprint of another one of the towers.) The church was severely damaged again, this time by an
earthquake, in 1880. The current version is Neo-Gothic (completed in 1902), incorporating a few
original Gothic elements. Much of the wall was torn down to allow the town to grow.Walking
closer to the main door, look to the left to see the two spires displayed just inside the wall. The
one on the left, eroded down to a pathetic nub, demonstrates what happens when you use
abundant—but porous—limestone to build a church in a climate with cold, freezing winters.
(They can get away with using limestone on the coast, but in chilly Zagreb, it’s just not the right
material.) Some part of the church will certainly be covered by scaffolding during your visit—as it
has been for decades, as restorers have gradually been replacing worn elements with new



ones...this time, using a more durable stone.Just before entering the church, appreciate the
modern tympanum (carved semicircular section over the door). Then step inside and wander
down the nave, taking in the opulence of the church. When it was completed, Zagreb was a
small city of about 70,000 people; the construction of a church this finely decorated hints at the
wealth of the city during its boom time. (In later times, that money dried up; the big chandeliers
hanging in the nave were reportedly imported from Las Vegas—the best source for affordable
glitz—in the 1970s.)First, head to the main altar and look closely at the silver relief: a whimsical
scene of the Holy Family doing chores around the house (Mary sewing, Joseph and Jesus
building a fence...and angels helping out).From the altar, turn left, then head to the front of the
church. In the front-left corner (on the wall, between the confessionals), find Ivan Meštrović’s
monument to Alojzije Stepinac. We’ll learn more about Stepinac in a moment, but for now pay
attention to this beautifully carved piece of sculpture. Meštrović, the talented Croatian sculptor,
worked in the early 20th century before fleeing communist Yugoslavia. Notice that this work was
carved in “Detroit, Mich, USA,” where Meštrović lived out his days in a self-imposed exile.
Meštrović was a close friend of Stepinac and carved this monument from half a world
away.Facing the nearby altar, on the right look for the bronze monument to Josip Jelačić, the
statesman whose statue adorns Zagreb’s main square. Remember that Jelačić gained fame
fighting against the Hungarians during the Habsburg era; the monument explains that his efforts
allowed Zagreb to become an archbishopric, increasing its independence. But the large altar
next to him celebrates three early Hungarian sainted kings, who (back when Croatia was part of
Hungary, centuries before Jelačić) founded this church. You can imagine a Croat viewing this
and thinking, “Those wonderful Hungarians, to whom we owe this church—thank God we
defeated them.”Walk up the steps to the area behind the main altar. Here you’ll find a glass case
containing a waxy, eerily lifelike sculpture of Alojzije Stepinac. (His actual remains are below.)
Stepinac was the archbishop of Zagreb during World War II, when he shortsightedly supported
the fascist Ustaše movement, pledging his allegiance to Ante Pavelić’s Nazi puppet government
in Croatia. Like many Croatians, Stepinac believed that this was the ticket to greater
independence from Serbia. When Tito came to power, he put Stepinac on trial and sent him to
jail for five years, before he was banished to live out his life in the remote, poor village where he
was born. But Stepinac never lost his faith, and many Croatian Catholics consider him
something of a martyr—and arguably the most inspirational figure of their faith. He’s also
respected in the US, where some Catholic schools bear his name. But many Serbs still consider
Stepinac a villain who cooperated with the genocidal activities of the brutal Ustaše.Before
leaving, pull up a pew and ponder the role of faith in contemporary Croatian life. By definition,
Croats are Catholics. And, although religion was not encouraged in communist Yugoslavia, it
was also not prohibited (as it was in most Warsaw Pact countries). Politicians, military officers,
and civil servants (such as teachers) couldn’t publicly profess their faith, but many were privately
devout. And with the breakup of Yugoslavia and the ensuing wars, Catholicism has seen a huge
boost. In this part of the world, where ethnicity is tied to faith, nationalism (which is also on the



rise) hews closely to religion—too closely, many impartial observers fear. The increasing
influence of the Catholic Church on Croatian politics will be a hot potato here for years to
come.As you leave the cathedral, look high on the wall to the left of the door. This strange script
is the Glagolitic alphabet (glagoljca), invented by Byzantine missionaries Cyril and Methodius in
the ninth century to translate the Bible into Slavic languages. Though these missionaries worked
mostly in Moravia (today’s eastern Czech Republic), their alphabet caught on only here, in
Croatia. (Glagolitic was later adapted to become the Cyrillic alphabet—still used in Serbia,
Russia, and other parts east.) In 1991, when Croatia became its own country and nationalism
surged, some Croats flirted with the idea of making this the official alphabet.ELSEWHERE IN
ZAGREB▲Mirogoj Cemetery (Groblje Mirogoj)Of Europe’s many cemeteries, Mirogoj (MEE-roh-
goy) is one of the finest, studded with great architecture and beautifully designed tombs. This
peaceful spot, a short bus ride from the city center, memorializes many of the greats who built
the Croatian nation. Anyone can enjoy a quiet walk here, but to provide context to your stroll,
stop by the TI first for their free, thorough booklet of maps and descriptions identifying the most
significant graves.The cemetery was designed by Herman Bollé, an Austrian architect who lived
and worked for most of his career in Zagreb, leaving his mark all over the city before becoming a
permanent resident in this cemetery. From the stately, domed main mausoleum, a long arcade
(with VIP tombs) stretches along the road in both directions, punctuated by smaller domes.
Entering through the main gate, circle behind the mausoleum to find the biggest tomb here:
Franjo Tuđman, the leader who spearheaded the creation of independent Croatia but left behind
a questionable legacy (for more on Tuđman, see here). Continuing straight past Tuđman’s grave,
you’ll reach the Central Cross, which usually has a field of flowers around it, and beyond that, a
monument to the dead of World War I. In every direction, as far as the eye can see, are the final
resting places of great Croatians.Cost and Hours: Free, daily 6:00-20:00, Oct-March
7:30-18:00.Getting There: Catch bus #106 from in front of the cathedral (3/hour) and ride six
stops, or about 10 minutes, to the stop called simply “Mirogoj” (the one after the stop called
“Mirogoj Arkada”). The return bus leaves from across the street.Sights in and near the Green
HorseshoeWith extra time, stroll around the Green Horseshoe (the U-shaped belt of parks and
museums near the city center). The museums on and near this park aren’t as interesting as
those on Gradec but may be worth a peek on a rainy day. Like most museums in Zagreb, these
close early on Sundays and all day Monday. The Modern Gallery, described later, is also in this
area.The Arts and Crafts Museum (Muzej za Umjetnost i Obrt) features furniture, ceramics, and
fashion, all well-displayed chronologically (Trg Republike Hrvatske 10, ).The Mimara Museum
(Muzej Mimara) fills a grand, empty-feeling building with the eclectic art collection of a wealthy
Dalmatian, ranging from ancient artifacts to paintings by European masters. While the names in
the second-floor painting gallery are major—Rubens, Rembrandt, Velázquez, Renoir, Manet—
the paintings themselves are minor. The first floor displays sculpture and applied arts, while the
ground floor has vases, carpets, and objects from the Far East (Rooseveltov trg 5, ).The
Botanical Garden (Botanički Vrt), run by the University of Zagreb, offers a back-to-nature change



of pace from the urban bustle (free, closed Nov-March, at southwest corner of the Green ’Shoe,
Marulicev trg 9A).Other MuseumsThe Zagreb 80’s Museum offers a look at an alternate
universe of 1980s pop culture and consumer goods from behind the Iron Curtain. Between
Gradec and Kaptol, the small collection of objects from the waning days of Yugoslavia is hands-
on, so you can flip through old cookbooks, try on dated fashions, play antiquated video games,
and sit behind the wheel of a vintage car. Though overpriced, there’s nothing else quite like it in
town (40 kn, daily 11:00-21:00, Radićeva 34, ).The ingenious little Museum of Illusions is worth
considering if you need to entertain the kids or need a rainy-day activity. The dozens of brain
teasers and interactive, head-scratching illusions (along with explanations of how they work)
don’t have anything to do with Croatia, but they’re fun. Infinity mirrors, off-kilter rooms, and
optical puzzles provide some good photo ops, too (50 kn, daily 9:00-22:00, Ilica 72, tel.
01/799-9609, ).In addition to the art gallery at the Mimara Museum (described earlier), art lovers
may want to visit the following museums. Three different collections cover works from the 20th
century through today: The Modern Gallery features art from the early 20th century, mostly
focusing on artists from southeastern Europe (a few blocks south of Jelačić Square at Andrije
Hebranga 1, ); the Museum of Contemporary Art focuses on mid-century art (south of the river
and not as convenient to visit, avenija Dubrovnik 17, ); and the innovative Lauba, with more
cutting-edge works from the past few years, as well as frequent performances and shows
(Baruna Filipovića 23A, ). For details on any of these, check their websites or ask at the
TI.Sleeping in ZagrebZagreb is a convention and business town, so rates at business-oriented
hotels are highest on weekdays mid-February through mid-July, then again from September
through October. At other times of year, and weekends year-round, you’ll generally enjoy lower
rates. I’ve classified my listings based on rates in spring and fall.$$$$ Jägerhorn Hotel enjoys an
ideal location (one long block from Jelačić Square, along the busy Ilica boulevard but tucked
back on a quieter courtyard). Its 18 rooms are small but well-appointed and provide a fine
downtown refuge (air-con, free parking a few blocks away, Ilica 14, tel. 01/483-3877, , info@hotel-
jagerhorn.hr).$$$$ Hotel Dubrovnik is a high-rise business-class hotel with 222 rooms. While
lacking personality, it’s comfortable and ideally located at the bottom of Jelačić Square (rooms
overlooking the square don’t cost extra but can come with some noise, air-con, elevator, Gajeva
1, tel. 01/486-3555, , reservations@hotel-dubrovnik.hr).$$$ Hotel Park 45 has no special design
touches or atmosphere, but what it does, it does well: provide spiffy, well-located, high-standard
rooms for a reasonable rate. Though it’s right on busy Ilica, windows are soundproofed, and the
pay parking in the adjacent courtyard is very convenient (air-con, elevator, Ilica 45, tel.
01/409-5999, , info@hotelpark45.hr).$$$ Hotel Astoria, a Best Western, offers 100 smallish but
plush rooms and a high-class lobby. It feels professional and polished, but still friendly. It’s on a
humdrum street about a 10-minute walk from Jelačić Square—ideal if you want to sleep near the
train station (air-con, elevator, limited free parking—first come, first served, Petrinjska 71, tel.
01/480-8900, , sales@hotelastoria.hr).$$ 4 City Windows is well-located just a few minutes’ walk
from Jelačić Square. The four rooms are bursting with creativity, each designed by owner Tanja,



who also provides a warm welcome along with her husband, Ivo (Palmotićeva 13, tel.
01/889-7999, mobile 091-383-8110, www.4citywindows.com [URL inactive],
tanja@4citywindows.com).$$ Sobe Zagreb 17, run by Irena, rents seven cute and colorful rooms
in a conveniently located old building—just steps from Gradec, the Tkalčićeva restaurant street,
and Jelačić Square (no breakfast, cash only, reception open 8:00-20:00, air-con, laundry
service, airport transfers, Radićeva 22, mobile 091-170-0000, , info@sobezagreb17.com).$
InZagreb, run by Ksandro and Ivana Kovačić, rents 10 one- and two-bedroom apartments
scattered around the city. The units are nicely equipped and come with welcoming touches,
including kitchens with basic supplies and fresh fruit. Find an apartment that appeals to you on
their website, check its location—some are handier to downtown sightseeing than others—and
make a reservation. Clearly communicate your arrival time; they can arrange transfers from the
train or bus stations or the airport (two-night minimum, no breakfast, air-con, laundry machine,
free loaner bikes, guiding services, mobile 091-652-3201, , info@inzagreb.com).¢ Hotel Ilica is a
15-minute walk or short tram ride from Jelačić Square. The hotel’s idiosyncratic sense of style—
with chandeliers and Roman busts that Liberace would find gaudy—helps compensate for its
dull urban neighborhood. It’s set back on its own courtyard with a garden behind it, making it an
oasis of quiet in the heart of the city. Its 25 rooms and four apartments are quirky, but owner
Branko is effusive, and the place is a fine value if you don’t mind commuting to your sightseeing
by tram (air-con, pay off-street courtyard parking, Ilica 102, two tram stops from Jelačić Square
near Britanski trg stop, tel. 01/377-7522, , info@hotel-ilica.hr).¢ Shappy Hostel—slick, shabby-
chic, and modern—is the most appealing of Zagreb’s many design hostels. Surrounding a
courtyard in a very central, urban-feeling area, its sleek, stylish, hotelesque doubles are well
worth considering, even for nonhostelers (no breakfast, air-con, limited free parking—ask when
you book, Varšavska 8, tel. 01/483-0483, , info@hostel-shappy.com).Eating in ZagrebAs a
cosmopolitan European capital, Zagreb enjoys a refreshingly varied restaurant scene. It’s also a
good value; while most of the touristy towns in this book have inflated-for-tourists prices, most
diners here are natives, and competition to lure value-conscious local foodies keeps things
refreshingly affordable. I rank eateries from $ budget to $$$$ splurge. For more advice on eating
in Croatia, including ordering and tipping, see the “Eating” section of the Practicalities
chapter.Most restaurants focus on modern, international menus, but a few offer traditional
Zagreb-area cuisine: hearty peasant grub—sausage, sauerkraut, potatoes, sarma (cabbage
rolls)—that seems more “Eastern European” than the seafood, pizza, and pastas of the coast.
Personally, I’d skip traditional Croatian food altogether here, since the capital has an appealing
variety of cuisines you won’t find elsewhere in Croatia.Look beyond restaurants, too: Several
enticing sandwich shops, chichi bakeries, burger joints, and gourmet coffee bars are scattered
around the center, catering to businesspeople on their lunch breaks. Many newer places bill
themselves as “bistros”—cafés serving a short menu of food.Be warned that many of Zagreb’s
best eateries are closed on Sundays.PEOPLE-WATCHING AND COFFEE-SIPPINGOne of my
favorite Zagreb pastimes is lingering over a drink or meal along its thriving people zones,



watching an endless parade of fashionable locals saunter past, and wondering why they don’t
create such an inviting space in my hometown. The best place is on Tkalčićeva street, Zagreb’s
main café street and urban promenade rolled into one (starts a block behind Jelačić Square,
next to the market; I’ve listed my favorite Tkalčićeva eateries next). Honorable mention goes to
Trg Petra Preradovića, a pleasant square just steps from Jelačić Square (up Ilica street) that
bustles with appealing outdoor cafés and bars.It’s generally fine to buy a pastry at one of
Zagreb’s many boutique bakeries and dessert shops, then eat it with coffee ordered at an
outdoor café—provided that café doesn’t serve food of its own.ON OR NEAR TKALČIĆEVA
STREETTkalčićeva has the highest concentration of inviting restaurants in town. Strolling its
entire length (about a 10-minute walk), you’ll pass plenty of drinks-only cafés, but also pizzerias,
Turkish eateries, ćevapi (grilled meat) joints, burger places, cake and dessert shops, fritule
(doughnut) windows, and the restaurants listed below. Keep an eye out for the drinks-only Melin
bar, set just above the bustle of the street; it’s the hipster’s choice, with mismatched secondhand
furniture and a mellower vibe.$ Pivnica Mali Medo (“Little Bear”) is a rollicking brewpub serving
seven beers—plus rotating seasonal taps—from the Medvedgrad brewery (“Bear Town”—
named for a fortress near Zagreb). The heavy, stick-to-your-ribs pub grub feels closer to Prague
than to Dubrovnik. The outdoor seating right on Tkalčićeva’s most colorful stretch will seduce
you into staying for another beer. The pubby interior is convivial, but less enticing (Mon-Sat
10:00-24:00, Sun from 12:00, food served until 22:00, evening live music from the little upstairs
window, Tkalčićeva 36, tel. 01/492-9613).$$$ Agava is classier than most places on this see-
and-be-seen drag, with tables on a terrace from which you can survey the action at a civilized
distance. Its menu leans Mediterranean, but with a variety of international and traditional
Croatian dishes (daily 9:00-23:00, Tkalčićeva 39, tel. 01/482-9826).Skalinska Street: This tight,
steep lane connects Tkalčićeva to the market and cathedral. Tucked between the sprawling
pizzerias is a gem: $ La Štruk is a great place to try several varieties of the local ravioli, called
štrukli. A few are simply boiled, but most are served “gratinated”—baked in a small casserole
and topped with gooey cheese and breadcrumbs. While most eateries along here have seating
out on the street, this one has its own little oasis of a garden tucked way back inside the
courtyard, through a maze of concrete corridors (Mon-Sat 11:00-23:00, Sun 11:30-22:00, at #5).
Other handy places also line this lane.At the Market: Zagreb’s busy market offers plenty of
options. Assemble a fresh picnic directly from the producers; for pointers on local ingredients to
look for, see the market listing, earlier, under “Sights in Zagreb.” Or, for something already
prepared, duck into one of the many cheap restaurants and cafés on the streets around the
market. The middle level of the market, facing Jelačić Square, is home to $ Plac, a great spot to
try simple but tasty Croatian grilled-meat dishes (such as ćevapčići—the classic Balkan grilled-
meat dish, described on here). You can squeeze into the tight but pretty tiled interior, or—better
—sprawl out on the big terrace (Mon-Sat 9:00-23:00, Sun 11:00-18:00, up the stairs at the
southeast corner of the market at Pod Zidom 1A, tel. 01/487-6761).Dessert: Cremme has a wide
array of delicious American-style cookies, brownies, cakes, and other goodies. Pull up a table for



a brownie à la mode, or get a cookie sandwich to go. They have outdoor tables along a delightful
stretch of Tkalčićeva (daily 9:00-23:00, Tkalčićeva 21, mobile 099-494-9400).IN THE UPPER
TOWN (GRADEC)$$$ Trilogija, just above the Stone Gate, is a casual wine bar serving up
delicious, well-presented, and affordable international dishes made with local ingredients.
There’s no printed menu because they cook what they find at the market—your server can
explain the chalkboard menu. As this place is deservedly popular, reservations are smart (Mon-
Sat 11:00-24:00, Sun until 16:00, Kamenita 5, tel. 01/485-1394, ).$$ Konoba Didov San
(“Grandfather’s Dream”) offers a meat-heavy traditional menu from the Dalmatian hinterland
(specifically the Neretva River Delta, near Metković). You’ll find the normal Dalmatian
specialties, plus eel, frog, and snail. Choose between the homey, traditional interior—which
really does feel like a remote country konoba—and the outdoor tables. Reservations are smart
on weekends (daily 10:00-24:00, a few steps up from the Ivan Meštrović Atelier at Mletačka 11,
tel. 01/485-1154, ).IN THE LOWER TOWN, NEAR JELAČIĆ SQUAREMost of these places are
on fairly dreary urban streets, and many have outdoor seating. You’re here not for the al fresco
ambience (that’s what Tkalčićeva is for) but for good, modern food at reasonable prices.$
Heritage is an appealing, fresh-feeling little spot for sampling locally produced flavors. A tapas-
style menu proudly invites you to explore a variety of cheeses, meats, and flatbreads. It’s ideal
for a light, local meal (daily 12:00-20:00, shorter hours off-season, Petrinjska 14, mobile
097-684-2306).$$ Lari & Penati hides a couple of blocks from the train station, about a 10-
minute walk from Jelačić Square. Trendy yet casual, they dish up eclectic and affordable meals.
Choose between the clean-white interior and the woody outdoor tables on a nondescript street
(Mon-Sat 12:00-22:30, closed Sun, Petrinjska 42A, tel. 01/465-5776).$$ Bistro Fotić is another
good foodie choice, with country-classy decor under little birdies and a few outdoor tables on a
dull street. The menu (with a focus on Mediterranean fare) changes daily, based on what’s fresh
at the market. They share the space with a local photography club, whose members display their
works on the walls (Mon-Sat 8:00-23:00, closed Sun, Ljudevita Gaja 25, tel. 01/481-0476).$$$
Vinodol is a sprawling, white-tablecloth-classy dinner spot, with a peaceful covered terrace and
a smartly appointed dining room under an impressive vaulted ceiling. The clientele is a mix of
local old-timers and tourists. The good, reasonably priced cuisine includes lamb or veal
prepared peka-style, under a baking lid covered with hot coals (peka served only at certain times
—generally at 13:00 and 19:00; open daily 11:30-24:00, Teslina 10, tel. 01/481-1427).$$$$
Kavkaz is short for “Kazališna Kavana” (Theater Café), and whether you choose the vaguely Art
Deco interior or the tables out front, you’ll have lovely views of the National Theater building. But
the food equals the views here: The seafood, pastas, and meats are all done well, and the price
isn’t exorbitant for the quality. This is a bit of old Zagreb sparklingly refurbished and worth a
splurge, whether for a nice breakfast, dinner, or just coffee and cake (Mon-Sat 7:30-23:00, Sun
9:00-22:00, Trg Republike Hrvatske 1, tel. 01/615-4868).Light Bites: $ Sandwich Bar Pingvin,
busy with locals dropping by for takeaway, is a favorite for quick, cheap, tasty sandwiches with
chicken, turkey, steak, or fish. They’ll wrap it all in a pita and top it with your choice of veggies



and sauces to go—or, to eat here, sit at one of the few tiny tables or stools (Mon-Sat 10:00-late,
Sun 18:00-late, about a block below Jelačić Square at Teslina 7). Next door to Pingvin, $ Good
Food lives up to its name with healthy salads, soups, and sandwiches. Its three locations provide
a quick, satisfying respite from Zagreb’s carnivorous predilections (Mon-Sat 10:00-late, Sun
11:00-23:00; at Teslina 7, Palmotićeva 1, and the Importanne Center; reduced Sun hours at the
latter two locations). $ Green Point, another convenient hole-in-the-wall, offers veggie- and
vegan-friendly burgers and salads, as well as tasty smoothies and shakes (Mon-Sat 9:00-22:00,
closed Sun, Varšavska 10).Local Eats on Masarykova: This street, which angles from the café-
jammed Trg Petra Preradovića out toward the National Theater, is a fun strip to explore. It’s lined
with some appealing shops, as well as a variety of eateries aimed at locals. Coffee aficionados
won’t find better gourmet coffee in Croatia than at Cogito; they have multiple locations, the most
central of which hides on a passageway connecting Masarykova (enter at #18) and Varšavska
(Mon-Fri 8:00-20:00, Sat 9:00-19:00, closed Sun, Varšavska 11). Farther along, you’ll reach $$
Ginger Sushi—the best spot in town for affordable sushi (at #21)—with a nice little cheese shop
next door, and just beyond, the Chocolat 041 gelateria (see below).Ice Cream: Several places in
the center offer good sladoled (Italian gelato-style ice cream). Here are four favorites: The best
may be at Chocolat 041—worth the extra couple of blocks’ walk. Run by a Zagrebian who played
professional soccer in Milan—where he learned how to make real, Italian-style gelato—it’s a
local favorite (daily, near the end of Masarykova—just before the National Theater—at #25).
Three others are a bit more central and nearly as good: Zagreb Slastičarnica, which usually
features some unusual flavors (hiding behind the statue of Tesla just past the bottom of the Trg
Petra Preradovića café square at Masarykova 4); Slastičarnica Vincek, whose specialty is the
chocolate-and-walnuts Vincek flavor (closed Sun, two blocks west of Jelačić Square on the busy
tram-lined Ilica street at #18); and, across the street, Kraš Choco Bar, the flagship store of the
Croatian candy empire, with ice-cream flavors that match its candies (closed Sun, Ilica
15).Zagreb ConnectionsFrom Zagreb by Train to: Rijeka (2/day direct, 4-5 hours), Split (2-4/day,
6 hours, plus 1 direct night train, 8 hours), Ptuj (4-5/day, 3 hours, usually requires transfer in
Pragersko and sometimes also Zidani Most), Ljubljana (4/day direct, 2.5 hours), Vienna (1/day
direct, 7 hours; more with change in Villach, 9 hours), Budapest (1-2/day direct, 6-7 hours), Lake
Bled (via Lesce-Bled, 4/day, 3-3.5 hours), Munich (4/day direct, including a night train, 9 hours;
more with transfer in Villach or Graz). Train info: Tel. 060-333-444.By Bus to: Samobor (about 2-3/
hour, 30-50 minutes), Plitvice Lakes National Park (about hourly, 2.5 hours; the best choice is
the express bus operated by Prijevoz Knežević, which runs 3/day in summer and 1-2/day in
shoulder season—see here), Rijeka (hourly, 2-3.5 hours), Rovinj (nearly hourly, 3-6 hours), Pula
(almost hourly, 4 hours), Split (at least hourly, 5-8 hours), Mostar (8/day, 9 hours, includes a night
bus), Sarajevo (6/day, 8 hours, includes night bus), Dubrovnik (nearly hourly including some
overnight options, 10 hours), Korčula (1/day, 9-13.5 hours depending on route), Kotor (2/day,
overnight, 13-16 hours).Bus schedules can be sporadic (for example, several departures
clustered around the same time, then nothing for hours)—confirm your plans carefully (inquire



locally, ask the TI to print schedules for you, or use the good online schedules at ). Popular
buses, such as the afternoon express to Split, can fill up quickly in peak season. Book ahead
online. While the official site () offers online booking, you may find it easier to book on or . If you
don’t have a ticket, get to the station early (two hours in advance on summer days). For bus
information, call 060-313-333 (from a US number, dial +385-1-611-2789).Near Zagreb:
SamoborThis charming little town, tucked in the hills between Zagreb and the Slovenian border,
is where city dwellers head to unwind, get away from the clattering trams, and gorge themselves
on sausages and cream cakes. While popular with Croatian and German tourists, Samobor is
virtually undiscovered by Americans. Cuddled by hiker-friendly hills, bisected by a gurgling and
promenade-lined stream, favored by artists and poets, and proud of its tidy square, Samobor is
made to order for a break from the big city. Samobor works as a small-town home base near
Zagreb, but it’s perhaps best suited for a low-impact lunch or dinner stop en route between
Zagreb and points west or north.Samobor (with 15,000 people, plus 20,000 more in the
surrounding area) has a pleasantly compact tourist zone. Virtually anything you’d want to see or
do is within sight of its centerpiece, King Tomislav Square (Trg Kralja Tomislava). A stream called
Gradna cuts through the middle of town. The TI, dead center on the main square, hands out
town maps and is eager to offer hiking advice (Trg Kralja Tomislava 5, tel. 01/336-0044, ).Getting
There: You can reach Samobor by bus from Zagreb’s main bus station (30 kn, 2-3/hour, 30-50
minutes—if possible, avoid slower buses that stop in smaller villages, such as Novaki and
Rakitije). Samobor’s bus station is about a 15-minute walk from the main square: Head left along
the very busy road (Grada Wirgesa), cross straight ahead through the big intersection, then turn
right onto the footpath just before the little river; you can follow this pleasantly all the way into
town. By car, Samobor is just off the main Zagreb-Ljubljana expressway. Exit following signs for
Samobor, then follow the bull’s-eyes to the Centar. Head for the yellow steeple, then carry on
past the steeple and the main square; just after the square, watch for the covered bridge on your
left, which leads to a handy pay parking lot.Visiting Samobor: Samobor is more about ambience
than sightseeing. Its main square, Trg Kralja Tomislava, is cobbled, cutesy, and ringed by pretty
Baroque architecture. The town’s little river flows right past the square, covered by a variety of
picturesque footbridges. It’s a delight to simply sit at a café, gaze at the surrounding hills, and
contemplate a hike.For extra credit, drop into the sleepy Samobor Museum, an old mansion with
miscellaneous bric-a-brac from the town’s history (closed Mon, across the covered bridge from
the main square at Livadićeva 7, tel. 01/336-1014, ).Those interested in hiking find Samobor a
pleasant base for venturing into the hills that begin just west of town. One popular option is to
drive up to the Šoićeva Kuća mountain lodge, then hike to a nearby peak (either Oštrc or
Japetić). Another option is to walk from Samobor to Okić and back. You can get specifics and
buy hiking maps at the TI.Sleeping in Samobor: If you’d prefer a cheaper, small-town home
base, Samobor is a decent alternative to Zagreb. Consider $ Hotel Livadić (21 faded-elegant
rooms and a garden courtyard located over a classy café right on the main square, Trg Kralja
Tomislava 1, tel. 01/336-5850, ).Eating in Samobor: Samobor is highly regarded among



Zagrebians for its filling, rustic cuisine. First, an aperitif: Samobor’s own Bermet is a sweet red
wine made with fruits and grasses from the Samobor hills. As it’s an acquired taste, start with
just a sip. The local sausage, češnjovke (sometimes translated on menus as “garlic sausage”), is
traditionally eaten with the town’s own mustard, Samoborska Muštarda (Dijon-esque but without
much kick, also sold around town in little ceramic pots). Round out your meal with a piece of
kremšnita cream cake (curiously similar to Lake Bled’s specialty).$$ Gabreku 1929, every local’s
top recommendation for good Samobor cooking, serves the classics described above, a
delicious mushroom soup, veal brains and liver, and plenty of other (mostly meat-centric)
options (at far end of town, 15-minute walk from main square—head upriver on path after
covered bridge then cross second bridge; free parking, Starogradska 46, tel. 01/336-0722).$ Pri
Staroj Vuri (“By the Old Clock”), with a similar menu of regional dishes, as well as homemade
štrukli (cheese ravioli), has a traditional interior with a wall of namesake old clocks and a fine
outdoor terrace in a tranquil garden (5-minute walk from square—from small fountain at
intersection near end of church, head uphill for a couple of blocks, veering right at the fork;
Giznik 2, tel. 01/336-0548).$ Samoborska Klet (“Samobor Cellar”) is the most convenient option,
tucked in a courtyard on the main square, with a meaty menu, a modern dining room, and a
more rustic tavern in the back, but no seating on the square itself (Trg Kralja Tomislava 7, tel.
01/332-6536).PLITVICE LAKES NATIONAL PARKNacionalni Park Plitvička JezeraPLANNING
YOUR TIMEGETTING TO PLITVICEOrientation to PlitviceMap: Plitvice Lakes National
ParkGETTING AROUND PLITVICEPlitvice Lakes HikeLOWER LAKES (DONJA
JEZERA)UPPER LAKES (GORNJA JEZERA)Sleeping in and near PlitviceAT THE
PARKOUTSIDE THE PARKEating in and near PlitviceAT THE NATIONAL PARKOUTSIDE THE
PARKPlitvice ConnectionsBY BUSROUTE TIPS FOR DRIVERSPlitvice (PLEET-veet-seh) is one
of Europe’s most spectacular natural wonders. Imagine Niagara Falls diced and sprinkled over a
heavily forested Grand Canyon. There’s nothing else like this lush valley of 16 terraced lakes,
separated by natural travertine dams and laced together by waterfalls, boat rides, and miles of
pleasant plank walks. Countless cascades and water that’s both strangely clear and full of
vibrant colors make this park a misty natural wonderland. Over time, the water has
simultaneously carved out, and, with the help of mineral deposits, built up this fluid landscape.
Decades ago, after eight or nine visits, I thought I really knew Europe. Then I discovered Plitvice
and realized you can never exhaust Europe’s surprises. Best of all, Plitvice is blessedly compact:
You can enjoy the best of its scenery in just a few hours.Plitvice became Croatia’s first national
park in 1949, and was a popular destination during the Yugoslav period. On Easter Sunday in
1991, the first shots of Croatia’s war with Yugoslavia were fired right here—in fact, the war’s first
casualty was a park policeman, Josip Jović. The Serbs held Plitvice until 1995, and most of the
Croats you’ll meet here were evacuated and lived near the coast as refugees. During those five
years, the park saw virtually no tourists, and was allowed to grow wild—allowing the ecosystem
to recover from the impact of so many visitors. Today, the park is again a hugely popular tourist
destination, with more than a million visitors each year (and yet, relatively few are from the



US).While Plitvice never fails to amaze visitors, a trip here brings you through one of the poorest,
remotest areas of inland Croatia. You’ll see physical evidence of the Yugoslav Wars: Some
villages still have bombed-out churches and homes, most of which likely belonged to local Serbs
who fled after the conflict. The national park represents the only real industry for miles around,
which can make locals insular and a bit greedy. Prices here are much higher than they should be
for such a remote area. But Plitvice is worth paying for. And although public transportation is
workable, it requires some effort. This region is easiest by car.PLANNING YOUR TIMEYou can
see all the best scenery at Plitvice in a three- to four-hour, mostly level hike. If your time or
energy is short, you can see a lot even in just 90 minutes. While you can give yourself more time
here, it’s not necessary—the secondary trails pale in comparison to the convenient main route.
Two nights and a full day at Plitvice is overkill.Since it takes some time to get here (about two
hours by car or bus from Zagreb), the most sensible plan is to spend one night in the area—
either at one of the park’s hotels, or at a guesthouse nearby. Arrive in the evening, get an early
start in the park the next morning, and be underway after lunch (south to the coast, or north to
Zagreb).Crowd-Beating Tips: The reservation system (described next) helps mitigate Plitvice’s
ever-worsening crowd problems. However, it’s still most enjoyable to hit the trails when the park
is quieter, and that means before and after day-trippers show up from other parts of Croatia. If
visiting in the morning, try to hit the trails by 8:30. If coming in the afternoon, aim for after about
15:00 (though off-season, check carefully when buses and boats stop running). This is even
more important during the peak month of August. The Upper Lakes are often less crowded later
in the day.Reservations Strongly Recommended: Plitvice limits the number of daily visitors.
Once your dates are set, book ahead on the park website (). While reservations are not required
(at least, not yet), tickets can sell out at busy times—particularly in summer and on weekends
between 10:00 and 15:00. (In August, it’s smart to book two to three weeks ahead.) Online
tickets must be booked at least two day in advance and are good for a one-hour entry window at
a specific entrance. (My recommended route begins at Entrance 1.) You can either print your
ticket, or simply show it on your phone. If you don’t book ahead, you can still try to buy a ticket on
arrival—but come before the rush arrives.GETTING TO PLITVICEPlitvice Lakes National Park, a
few miles from the Bosnian border, is located along the old highway between Zagreb and Split.
Driving is the easiest option, but the park is also reachable by bus. The park’s official bus stop is
along the main road, about a 5- to 10-minute walk from the park’s hotels. If taking a bus to
Plitvice, check schedules and ideally book tickets in advance (websites listed later). If you catch
a bus on the fly, confirm that it will actually stop at Plitvice.From Zagreb and Points NorthBy car,
Plitvice is two hours south of Zagreb on the old highway #1 (a.k.a. D-1). Leaving Zagreb, take the
A-1 expressway south for about an hour, exiting at Karlovac (marked for Plitvice). From here,
follow yellow signs toward Split to get through Karlovac. Once you pop out the other side, you’ll
track brown Plitvice signs along D-1. This takes you directly south about another hour to the park
(for a description of what you’ll pass on the way, see “En Route” below). If you’re staying at the
official park hotels, you can park for free at the hotel lot; to park at the lots at Entrance 1 or



Entrance 2, you’ll have to pay. For information about driving onward from Plitvice, see “Route
Tips for Drivers” at the end of this chapter.Buses leave from Zagreb’s main bus station in the
direction of Plitvice (trip takes 2-2.5 hours). Various bus companies handle the route; the best
option is the express bus operated by a Plitvice-based company, Prijevoz Knežević (3/day in late
June-early Sept, 1-2/day in shoulder season, first bus likely departing at 8:00, bus does not run
late Oct-April; also see “Plitvice Connections,” later). One evening departure leaving Zagreb lets
you enjoy a full day of sightseeing in the capital, reach Plitvice just in time to get some sleep, and
wake up early for your lake hike. Check schedules and book tickets for this bus at . If you need
more choices, consider the many other buses—operated by various companies—that run from
Zagreb about hourly. Many of these buses are listed at (the express departures explained above
are labeled “PKN”); you may find additional buses listed at (look for “Plitvička Jezera”). I’d avoid
the sporadic late-night buses, which don’t get you to the park until after midnight.En Route: By
car or bus, you’ll see some thought-provoking terrain between Zagreb and Plitvice. Exiting the
expressway at Karlovac, then heading south on D-1, you’ll pass through the village of Turanj—
part of the war zone in the 1990s. Notice the military museum (on the right as you drive through),
with tanks, heavy-artillery cannons, and other war machines that actually saw action. The
destroyed, derelict houses belonged to Serbs who have not come back to reclaim and repair
them. Farther along, about 25 miles before Plitvice, you’ll pass through the striking village of
Slunj, perched picturesquely on travertine formations (like Plitvice’s) and surrounded by
sparkling streams and waterfalls. The most traditional part of the town, perched just above the
water, is called Rastoke, which has a memorable restaurant (see “Eating in and near Plitvice,”
later). If you’re driving, this is worth a photo stop. This town, too, looks very different from how it
did before the war—when it was 30 percent Serb. As in countless other villages in the Croatian
interior, the Orthodox church has been destroyed.From SplitDrivers head north on the A-1
expressway, exiting at Gornja Ploča; from here, follow road D-1 about an hour north (passing
Udbina and Korenica) through desolate scenery to the park.Various buses run from Split to
Plitvice (up to 7/day in summer, 4-5/day in winter, 4-6 hours). The best option is the express bus
operated by Plitvice-based Prijevoz Knežević (2-4/day May-Oct, no express buses off-season, 4
hours, check schedule and buy tickets at ). Additional, nonexpress buses are listed at and at (at
the latter website, click English, then the “Terminals” tab, and look for “Plitvička
Jezera”).Orientation to PlitvicePlitvice’s 16 lakes are grouped into the Upper Lakes (Gornja
Jezera) and the Lower Lakes (Donja Jezera). The park officially has two entrances (ulaz), each
with ticket windows and snack and gift shops (see the sidebar and the map). There is no town at
Plitvice. The nearest village, Mukinje, is a residential community mostly for park workers, with
virtually no services for tourists; Rakovica, about a 10-minute drive north, has a grocery
store.Cost: In June-Sept, it’s 250 kn (150 kn after 16:00). The price drops dramatically outside of
peak season: 100 kn April-May and Oct, and 60 kn Nov-March. This price covers park entry,
boats, and shuttle buses.Hours: Daily June-late Aug 7:00-20:00, late March-May and late Aug-
Sept until 19:00, Oct 8:00-18:00, Nov-late March until 16:00. The last entrance to the park is two



hours before closing time, and the last boats and shuttle buses depart 30-60 minutes before the
park closes (if hiking late in the day, ask about this before you head out). The quick boat ride
between P-1 (below the hotels) and P-2 (at the Upper Lakes) runs later.Getting Tickets: To better
manage the crowds, the park allows visitors to book an entry time at least two days in advance
(). While not required, reserving is smart (and may become obligatory in coming years). Tickets
can sell out, especially in summer (August is busiest) or on weekends during the midday rush
(10:00-15:00). For details, see “Planning Your Time,” earlier.Maps and Information: Big maps are
posted all over the park. Unless you’re planning a more ambitious hike than the typical circuit I
describe, there’s no need to buy a map or a guidebook. Park info: .Services: While you’ll find
WCs at both entrances, once you’re on the trails, they’re rare: The only convenient one is near
the P-3 boat dock (the Kozjak Lake boat dock for the Lower Lakes). There is no WC at the P-2
boat dock—the only WC at the Upper Lakes is at the ST-3 bus stop, at the very top of these
lakes.GETTING AROUND PLITVICEPlitvice is designed for hikers. But the park has a few other
ways (included in entry cost) to help you connect the best parts. Use this chapter’s map and the
“Park Signs and Symbols” sidebar to get oriented to your options.By Shuttle Bus: These rubber-
tired tourist trains are useful mostly for guests at the official park hotels, or for returning to your
car at the end of the hike—saving you a 40-minute walk along a boring highway. Buses start
running early and continue until late afternoon (frequency depends on demand—generally 3-4/
hour; buses run from March until the first snow—often Dec).By Boat: Low-impact electric boats
ply the waters of the biggest lake, Kozjak, with three stops: a steep hike below Entrance 2 and
the park hotels (stop P-1), at the bottom of the Upper Lakes (P-2), and at the far end of Kozjak,
at the top of the Lower Lakes (P-3). From Hotel Jezero to the Upper Lakes, it’s a quick five-
minute ride; the boat goes back and forth continuously. The trip from the Upper Lakes to the
Lower Lakes takes about 20 minutes, and the boat goes roughly twice per hour—typically at the
top and bottom of every hour. (In busy times, you may have to wait for a seat on this boat.)Park
Signs and SymbolsWhile spectacular, Plitvice has a long history of poor management by
government bureaucrats and could be more user-friendly. The trails can be confusingly marked.
These symbols—which you’ll see throughout the park—are explained on maps posted around
the park.There are two official entrances to the park:Entrance 1 is a steep 10-minute hike above
the Lower Lakes.Entrance 2, about a mile and a half south, sits just below the park’s three
official hotels (Jezero, Plitvice, and Bellevue). It’s about a 10-minute walk downhill to the dock,
where you can take a quick boat ride to the Upper Lakes or a longer boat ride to the Lower
Lakes.Boat icons point you to one of the park’s three boat docks:P-1 is the dock that’s a steep
hike below Entrance 2.P-2 is just across the water from the P-1 dock, at the bottom of the Upper
Lakes.P-3 is all the way across the biggest lake, at the top of the Lower Lakes.Train icons direct
you to one of the three stops for the shuttle buses (not actual trains) that move visitors around
the park:ST-1 is a 10-minute walk below Entrance 1 (Lower Lakes).ST-2 is below Entrance 2 (a
short boat ride from the Upper Lakes).ST-3 is at the very top of the Upper Lakes.Letters denote
various recommended hiking routes. These are largely nonsensical; while I mention these letters



occasionally to help you find your way, don’t get too hung up on them.Plitvice Lakes
HikePlitvice’s system of trails and boardwalks makes it easy for visitors to immerse themselves
in nature. Hiking here is easily worth ▲▲▲. In some places, the path leads literally right up the
middle of a waterfall. The official park map and signage recommend a variety of hikes, but
there’s no need to adhere strictly to these suggestions if you want to create your own
route.Planning Your Time: You can see everything—Upper Lakes and Lower Lakes—in a few
hours. You can do these areas in either order. I prefer starting at Entrance 1 and doing the Lower
Lakes first, which offers slightly better head-on views of the best scenery and saves the most
picturesque stretch for last. (That’s the route I’ve described here.) Figure about an hour for the
Lower Lakes, about an hour for the Upper Lakes, and a half-hour to connect them by boat—
though it can take longer than this when the park is crowded, which it often is. Three to four
hours total is a safe estimate.LOWER LAKES (DONJA JEZERA)From Entrance 1, you’ll
descend a steep path with lots of switchbacks, as well as thrilling postcard views over the
canyon of the Lower Lakes. As you reach the lakes and begin to follow the boardwalks (use the
route marked B), you’ll have great up-close views of the travertine formations that make up
Plitvice’s many waterfalls. Count the trout. If you’re tempted to throw in a line, don’t. Fishing is
strictly forbidden.After you cross the path over the first lake, an optional 10-minute detour (to the
right) takes you down to the Big Waterfall (Veliki Slap). It’s the biggest of Plitvice’s waterfalls,
where the Plitvica River plunges 250 feet over a cliff into the valley below. Depending on recent
rainfall, the force of the Big Waterfall varies from a light mist to a thundering deluge.If you’re a
hardy hiker, consider climbing the steep steps from the Big Waterfall up to a viewpoint at the top
of the canyon (marked Sightseeing Point/Vidikovac; it’s a strenuous 10-minute hike to the top).
Take the stairs, bearing to the right at the top (near the shelter) to find a viewpoint overlooking
the Big Waterfall. From here, you can carry on along the road that actually goes up over the top
of the Big Waterfall, offering more views over the park. (Go as far as you like, then return the way
you came.) The giant mill perched at the top of the Big Waterfall was used to grind grains.The
Science of PlitvicePlitvice is a perfect storm of unique geological, climatic, and biological
features found in very few places on earth. Plitvice’s magic ingredient is calcium carbonate
(CaCO3), a mineral deposit from the limestone. It’s the same thing that makes “hard water” hard,
and leaves calcium deposits on your cold-water faucet. But these deposits build up only at the
faucet, not inside the pipes. That’s because when hard water is motionless (as it usually is in the
pipes), it holds on to the calcium. But when the water is subjected to pressure and movement—
as it pours out of the faucet—it releases the calcium.Plitvice works the same way. As water flows
over the park’s limestone formations, it dissolves the rock, and the water becomes
supersaturated with calcium carbonate. Then, when the water spills over the edges of the lakes,
it deposits calcium carbonate on the lake bed and at the edges of the lakes. Eventually, these
deposits build up to form a rock called travertine. As the travertine thickens, barriers—and
eventually dams and new waterfalls—are formed. In some places, the stone hangs down like
foliage, because moss and grass guide the growth of the stone. Because of this ongoing



process, Plitvice’s landscape is perpetually changing.And why is the water so clear? For one
thing, it comes directly from high-mountain runoff, unspoiled by impurities. And because the
water calcifies everything it touches, it prevents the creation of mud—so the bottoms of the lakes
are entirely stone. A different mineral in the water, magnesium carbonate, both gives the water
its special color and makes it highly basic, preventing the growth of algae and other plant life that
could cloud the water.The park contains nearly 1,300 species of plants. Wildlife found in the park
includes deer, wolves, wildcats, lynx, wild boar, voles, otters, snakes, 350 species of butterflies,
42 types of dragonflies, 21 species of bats, and more than 160 species of birds (including
eagles, herons, owls, grouse, and storks). The lakes (and local menus) are full of trout, and you’ll
also see smaller, red-finned fish called klen (chub in English). Perhaps most importantly, Plitvice
is home to about 40 or 50 brown bears—a species now extremely endangered in Europe. You’ll
see images of this park mascot plastered everywhere.When you’re done at the Big Waterfall,
backtrack up to the main trail and continue along the boardwalks. You’ll skirt the rim of
Kaluđerovac Lake; then, after you pass another bank of waterfalls, a smaller trail branches off
(on the left) toward Šupljara Cave. You can actually climb through this slippery cave—whose
name means “bottomless”—all the way up to the trail overlooking the Lower Lakes (though it’s
not recommended). This unassuming cavern is a big draw. In the 1960s, several German and
Italian “Spaghetti Westerns” were filmed at Plitvice and in other parts of Croatia (which, to
European eyes, has terrain similar to the American West). The most famous, Der Schatz im
Silbersee (The Treasure in Silver Lake), was filmed here at Plitvice, and the treasure was hidden
in this cave. The movie—complete with Deutsch-speaking “Native Americans”—is still a favorite
in Germany, and popular theme trips bring German tourists to movie locations here in Croatia. (If
you drive the roads near Plitvice, keep an eye out for strange, Native American-sounding names
such as Winnetou—fictional characters from these beloved stories of the Old West, by the
German writer Karl May.)
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Dr. Grace Walker Gray, “Pracical and useful guide. Rick Steves imparts his practical advice on
visiting Croatia and Slovenia.  We will be sure to use them on our upcoming trip!”

Becky W, “Very informative as always. I used this book to decide where to take a vacation. It was
very helpful in defining what is and what isn’t available, costs, transportation needs etc very
typical of Steve’s’ books”

Kentuckygal, “I always defer to Rick Stevex. I always read his travel books for ideas, etc. have
followed his directions to eateries, accommodations and back door finds. Appreciate his candir”

maryam, “The best place practical guide. I used this book for a month solo trip in Slovania,
Croatia, Montenegro and Bosnia. The suggestions were fantastic.”

Bonnie B., “Grest. Perfect”

Gina B, “Loved Croatia and loved this book. Great book, I love his travel guides.”

Leslie Leyh, “Very comprehensive and thorough travel book.. In our past travels we have used
The Lonely Planet however. I have been finding recently that for European travel that the Lonely
Planet often is scarce on budget to medium cost accommodation . We don’t stay in high end
accommodation so must look elsewhere which is where Rick Steve’s travel guides show their
strength. His accommodation and restaurant recommendations are in the range we use. Also
the Lonely Planet often doesn’t even cover certain areas in countries. Mostly covers a tourist trail
they recommend which isn’t bad but again Rick Steve’s gives much more detail and really is
comprehensive in the countries he covers in his travel guide. I am not saying the Lonely Planet
isn’t a good travel guide however for European travel Rick Steve’s guides just work better for my
wife and I for our style of travel. If you are traveling outside of Europe then you will not find Rick
Steve’s guides. I am really impressed with his writing style and thorough & detailed coverage.
You won’t find a lot of glossy coloured pictures but you will find quality maps, guides and
instructions that will make your trip well organized and easier.”

rodanke, “Another Rick Steves Great Travel Book. Just what we needed.”

RICARDO JOSE B VALENTE, “Atendeu às Expectativas. Produto de qualidade, com excelente
conteúdo.”

The book by Rick Steves has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 153 people have provided feedback.
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